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In this thesis I have examined some important themes in
Wilson's fiction. These themes have been selected primarily
because they figure Si~lificantly in all of Wilson's writing,
from the earliest short stories (1946) to his latest novel
N~~l.l~ter (1967)~ and also because they have been
recognised and frequently mentioned by him in his non-fiction
al works. I have attempted to assess these themes or patterns
mainly from the point of view of Wilson's achievement as a
moral satirist. Wilson's fiction has been studied particularly
in the light of his own evaluation of them in Th~!ild Garden
ffild with reference to his other critical essays, in order to
ascertain his objectives and achievements as a literary artist.
I have looked rather closely at the biographical/psychological
aspects of the themes because Wilson himself has placed a
gre~~oemphas~~ on t~eID. Due to the ~imited sc?pe of ~he thesis,
and Abecause 'thlson 1.8 7'1!!j3 J.ti~1.ts aga1.nst experlIDentallst
tradition in modern fiction, I have not attempted any stylistic
evaluation of Wilson's wOrks. Nor does this thesis aim at
'placing' Wilson in the history of English fiction.
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I

INTRODUCTION

Al'~hough best known tod.ay as a novelist, reviewer and critic,

Angus Wilson started his literary career, more than two decades back,

as a writer of short stories. It should be noted that unlike most of

his contemporary writers, Wilson"did not enter this career with any

(lefinite purpose to fulfil and did_ not come vd th any im,ovative ideas

of style and form. In fact, it was only as the .result of an accident

that he started writing. During 1944-1946 Wilson, then in his mid-thir-

ties, went through a state of severe mental depression and creative

wri ting ',vas suggested to him as a therapeutic treatment. He began by

joining a circle of amateur writers, but, as he IDEllltions in The .E.l<1

GardenhiG neurotic lethar~! made him reluctant to participate and he
--1

deoided to terminate his membership.l Vlilson did not seriously take up

writing until after the publication and success of his first co11-0(:-

tion of short stories in 1949. Most of these stories were started

as a kind of weekend recreation and Wilson explained in an interview

why he had selectecl this particular form~ 11 I was living in the country

and commuting to London then and_ I could only do it [writing) at weekends.

Thatts why I started with short stories: this was something I couJ.d finish,
1

realise cornpletely in a weekend. II He also confeosses that he lInever had

,---------------------_._----------

1
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any intention of becoming a writer. ltd always thought that far too

man,y things were wri tten. 112 Such statements apparently' indicate that

at this early stage Angus Wilson had not become really involved in his

literary activities. There was no financial need to drive him because

he already held a responsible_position in the British Museum and the

v;eekend occupation was, at best, only a secondary interest or~ as he put

it, a good w8~1 of diversifying hi s time.

But once he had actually started to \u'ite, his academic background

at Oxford, his varied and keen interest in social history, politics, ]?reud-

ian psycholo~J, and his wide reading in the novels of Dostoevsky, Turghenev,

Tolstoy, Dickens and. others almost inevitably left significa.nt marks

upon his works. Over and above these influences Wilson's O\Vll careful

observation of English society in its various aspects, and of oddities in

men and. vlOmen, were unmistakably evident in his stories. His friend, Hobin

Ironside the pai~ter, saw some of these early stories and, recognising

some talent in them, brought them to the attention of Cyril Connolly. As

a result Wilsonts first two stories were published in Horizon of which

ConnOlly was then the ed_i tor. 3
..-,,:"

Among those vrho were first to notice the promise in this new

'Nritel' was Frederic Warburg of Seeker and Warbu.rg who asked Wilson for

twelve short stories to publish as a collection. This came out in 1949

as J'he W~~.~. and Other Stories and made an immediate and powerful

-------------------------_.------_._---~-----
2Michae1 ;;;:illgate, II Angus Wilson" in Par-is Revie2, 1\0. 17 (Au

tUf!1.n-Winter 1957) p. 900

311 fvlother' s Sense of Funll in November 1947 and "Crazy Crowd" in
April 1948.
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impact, quite an unusual success for a collection of short stories.

':Phe stories were particularly marked by their savage characterisation

of the contemporary world and ~! Wilson's mockery of hypocrisy and sham.

The 1nglish literary scene was strangely bare of new talents in

1949, and Wilson's debut was a conspicuous one. The prominent names

in "fiction, at this point, were C. P. Snow, Henry Green and Graham Greene,

novelists who had been there for the previous two decades or m":)re.

Wri tel's like Kingsley Amis, William Golding or La'::rence Durrell, who are

now considered Wilson's contemporaries,did not begin to publish until the

mid-fifties. Wilson, therefore, holds a curious position i1between the

prewar and the postwar generation of novelists. Born just before the

First War, in 1913, he has first-hand memories of the inter-war years and

much of the bitterness in his satire is derived from the great change he

has observed from the England of his youth to the England of the welfare

state.

About the same time as he was writing these stori'es on his week-

ends, Wilson was also trying his hand at revie'Ns and criticism. Mostly

reviews of novels, the first of these were published in the same year as

fhe V!£~ng Set. 4

But it was not lmtil 1952 that he wrote a full-length study of any

author; this was EmJl.8 201a; an.-l.J~,!~oductorJ Stl!i.;[ of-llis Novels. His

next book of criticism is The.!~~l~ Garden (1963): a book about his ovm

4The following" reviews by Wilson were published in New Statesman:
:t· "Hovels by Anthony Rhodes and Othe:rs ll ~ 38 (Aug. 27, 1949) 226.

"Kovels by Arthur killer and Ernest :li'rost", 38 (Sept. 24, 1949) 336.
"The Mind of Proust. by F. Co Green". 38 (Dec. 24. 1949) 760... ...:: --- - - " ~ /- -.. . , _. -" .
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novels and his experiences in novel-writing. Although published more

than a decade after Emile Zol~, it follows the same psychoanalytical

type of cri ti.cism displayed in that ·work. !h.~....'y/ild Garden was

originally conceived in 1960 when Wilson was invited. to the University

of California to deliver the Ewing lectures for which his subject was:

II On :Being a Novelist." The lecture was divided into three parts: tThe

Source of the Novel, ' fThe Process, f and 'The Purpose.' This book

(together with various other critical articles by Wilson) provides us

with a coherent theory of fiction that bears quite significantly on his

OY1l1 novelS. In general the book is a study of the relationship between

the general pattern of his life and the broad thematic concerns expressed

in his fiotion, and from this he proceeds to examine the particular inci~

dents, characters and si~uations Which, through a process of unconscious

repetition, have become recurrent symbols in both his life and his works.

In The Wild Garft~~ Wilson attempts an analysis of his subconscious refer

ring back, in particular, to his childhood visions and experiences. As

a believer in F'reudian psyohology Wilson gives prime importance to the

effect that subconscious memories of childhood have on a grovm...,up person's

oharacter mld actions.

Childhood visions result from the experiences and mental con

flicts of a child and. are also influellcecl by such morals and values as

he is capable of imbibing from his environment. Moreover Wilson main

tains that the character of an adult is also determine~ by the uncon

scious wOIkings of certain moral values that the individual had formu

lated as a child. 'l'hese values are different from the morals the child

passively imbibes because they are formed out of reaction to, rather
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than absorpti.on of', childhood environment. The novelist's ima.gination,

i'
in Wilson's opinion, closely related to the child's: the novelist~s

maturer view supplements and organises his childhood visions. In his

own stories and novels Wilson has attempted to do this -- to put into

its right perspective the whimsies of a child 1 s world.

~p.e~ Ylild Ga~ provides us with a fairly detailed description

of Wi.lson's childhood; at least it leaves'the reader with suggestive

gaps which he can fill in by easy inferences. Most of Wilson's early

life was spent in the company of his middle-aged parents, of whom he

was the last child, and there was a considerable difference in age bet-

ween him and the brother nearest in age. Apart from being a lonely

child Wilson also lacked the company of boys of his ovm age for a long

"hime because he clid not attend school until quite late. A child left

to himself or mostly in the company of adults naturally bE,comes Vii thdravm,

dwelling upon his OWll peculiar imaginings. Moreover, "the financial

difficulties of his parents and their constant moving from hotel to

hotel, always trying to evade their creditors, left young Wilson wi-th

an impression of general insecurity. He vms thus always trying to

forget his fears and seeking protection against this instability by

playing pretence games, or ll c lO\'vningll as he calls it.5 His games not

only made him happy but also succeeded in entertaining the pretentious,

raffish corr~any of adults around him. It nrost be mentioned' here that

both his parents and his brothers had a natural flair for invention,

5Angus V:ilson, The Wild Garden, p. 15·.
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which, as \'ii~son remembers with nostalgia, often prompted his parents

to imagine and pretend to be people they never were: fortunate, suc-

cessful and famous. This general fiction-making atmosphere in his

important

family affected Wilson quite early and he achieved 1/ a fairly high

standard of impressionistic mimicry II that la'hel' tur11ed out -to be._ his

"prinoipal natural asset as a writer. 1I6 Whether Wilson was directly

translating his boyhood fantasieS! into those in his novels is 110t the

main issue, but the fact that Wilson has consciously and carefully made

use of what he calls his lIuneducated ll or "Ullconscious" memories is more

here01 He believes in what many of his critics con-

sider to be a new literary theory formed by him in his Ewing lectures:

that the absence of this child.hood vision anc1 fantasy in any form in

a fictional work will result in .dryness and sterility, an overpurpose-

ful maturity. He has tried to avoid these pitfalls himself and in

nearly all his novels the fantasies return in some form or other and

through them \':ilson seems to be shOWing how predicaments of childhood

or adolescence are highly significant in an individual's life.

Perhaps the consequences of such predicaments in his personal

life give greater authenticity to this theory. In the years immediately

preceding the Second War, Wilson began to take an active interest in

the left-wing movement. The clever political talk and a feeling of

~

comra~hip seemed to fill in a great intellectual vacuum in his life

and 'he found_ a certain moral gratification in his political activi ties.

6
~., p. 16.

1Ibid ., p. 139.
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It also provided him with the cos;y- sense of belonging to an exclusive

and sheltered existence. Later when war broke out he went to work

with an inter-services organisation and here he discovered a realistic

and more difficult world than he had ever encountered. In order to

cope with some of his colleagues he tried to win their approval by

resorting to his accustomed childish approaches of humorous entertain-

ment. But this proved to be naive in the face of a practical and

adult world and it became obvious to Wilson that his defenses were

really based on weak foundations, the realisation bringing abou·1:; a total

nel'vouS coLLapse. fllhe situation, which he describes as lithe fragility

of charm, sophistication, popularity • • • and above all of humorous

fantasy lactin~7 as a solid lid for any on8 sittin0' on top of an

8emotional volcano lt became as apparent to him as to his colleagues.

To worsen the situation there was an unluc}~ love-affair which proved

to him that he had Ilfar-too little capacity for anything except demand

ing in such a relationship .119 '1'he nervous crisis proved to be the

turning point in Wilson's life; with the collapse of the false security

on which he had relied in past years carne self-realisation and subse-

quently, but inevitably, self-pity and a total inability to comnmnicate

his feelings. Vlriting was prescribed to him as a therapy to recover

from this mental paralysis.

Wilson overcame the neurotic lethargy to communicate qUite

successfully but the total experience had given a greater meaning to

UIbid ., pp. 15-16.

9I£~., p. 19 ~
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his life. the self-analysis that he had subjected himself to, during

the crisis and. afterwards, provided him 'Hi th a p1-)..ttern in life. This

was to become the subject for his first three novels~ all of them

stories of individuals who, having lived sheltered lives, sUclclenly en

counter some harsh realities and are overeome by the encounter.

Wi} son ~ s protagonists, Bernard Sands (JIemlocl<_fnd~er), Ge:rald

Middleton (~10·~';,.<?1.lAtti t..~~ci~~) and Meg ·Gliot C1~l].e ~.§.le-AJl.e of

&.\i. E.lI~o~J arB all successful in their respective lives: a reputed.

novelist, a fa.mous historian, and a contentocl house'lfife with enough

loisure and money to spend in collecting china or in chari t;,{. But

"''fhether it is the eli to '''7orld of the creative artist, or the intellec

tual universi ty atmosphere or even the gay sophistication of ":i.eg Ii:liot IS·

part.ies, the same spirit of false smub~ess that charactorized Wilson'e

left-wing activities is also apparent in the lives of these protagonists.

All these 8i tuatiol1s, in fact, deser-va retribution and in each case

it is the aim of the novelist to shatter the comfortable, cOfrl.placen·b

·world and. to throw the protagonist into a Dore realistic if alien world

so that he attB.ins seJ.f~realisation throu5h this shock. This is the

cliJuax towards whioh each of these three novels moves in an attempt to

uncover the moral truth of the whole 8i tuation. 'llherafore, following

from the biogra.phical facts supplied in S'he V!:i.ld. Garden that he wishes

to apply to any evaluation of' his novels, the moral o_uestion in the

lives of his characters becomes a major factor in his \"rorks.

Apart from the ethical significance, the breakdown theme has

definitely affected Wilson's narrative style. During the war years
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a.nd particularly during his emotional crisis Wilson had experierlced

the horror and pain of self-cor~1unings which he could neither forget

nor prevent from reappearing in his works. Analysing and justifying

these intrusions Wilson remarks:

J3ut what matters at this point is that this defeat finally
forced me to rearrange m,Y experiences of life in imaginative terms
to -try to make fictional patterns.IO

As a result, similar self-analysis within the minds of his protagonists

come Qut in long and often ponderous passages of interior monologue.

Wilson's moral concern, on the other hand, remains as a pervasive

and powerful factor in all his writings. His first short story, 11 Raspberr;y-

Jamtl , was written with a definite moral urge. ]''ven in this n.r-st story,

which was wri tter! in the feverish excitement of one day, the moral

statement seems to have been more important to him than the stylistic

or artistic concerns. Be says:

When I wrote the story I saw the two old women as the embodi
ment oj: that saintliness which the world seeks to destroy.II

bJ
At the same time Wilson was also deeply concerned,and interested in

1\

recording and observing. the English social scene as it had changed

since 1939.

'Phis social aspect coloured the larger part of the stories that
I wrote for my first two oooks in 1949 and. 1950. I ',"Tas struck
then by the fact that a mild social revolution had taken place in
England overnight, although its novelists had not yet noticed it. 12

His claims for being the first j~nglish novelist to recognise the new

10Ibid. , p. 20.

llIbid. , p. 24.

12lli<l. , p. 26.
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class that had emerged after the war, and to introduce these people

for the first· time as real and. existing, in his writings, might very

well be justified. TIe had indeed tried to sort out the new c1assifi-

cations in ~glish society and to organise the cha~s in posta193'

England within the framework of his social novels and stories. Of

course his o"m fa.mily ba.ckground had been a major factor in his

interests becaus8'he[, "htmselt:.,:;, had belonged to that poor but gen'heel

class which was s-triving to remain respectable clespite the many eC'Jnomic

threats to their existence. Besides, his past left-wing activities

also prompted him in this social .analysis, partic~larly in his early

writings, that later earned him the name of a social satirist. Wilson

feels that his attitude to this social revolution has always been qUite

ambivalent -- his sympathy with the de'class~ people being rather strong

and often coming into conflict with his reason which was apt to criticize

them for their many foibles. There is,however~little ambivalence as

far as the reader is concerned because in most of the short stories

Wilson is positively on the side of this impoverished but genteel section

of society. In spite of his attempts at satiric portrayals of these

.
men and women, his secret affection for them always gains ground Q,{e\"

his reason. At least in the earlier stories, he is still too involved

on a personal level with them, to be able to dissociate himself (and

the memories of his ovm family) from them and wri to about them from a

distance. He does agree at one point that the strength of some of these

stories lilies perhaps in the deeper more sympathetic overtones of vmsted

talents, lost hopes, unrealised dreams that I inevitably imparted to



a picture of people I knew so well .•

11

But while this philistine

section of so'ciety had his emotional sympathy? itl.~,' could not be the

real targets 0:1" his cl'i ticism simply because It: ~~ lacked that intel···

lectual awareness that could give hi's satire a real edge. Therefore

in his novels he turned to the more self-conscious world of middle-class

values, ~1d his protagonists were well-established, middle-aged people,

all .of them holcting responsible positions in life. One notices the

earliest appearance of such characters in one of Wilson's major short

stories II Such Darling Dodos" which reflects ver'JT clearly the failures

of the lj,beral-minded upper-middle-class supporter's of left,"wing causes.

In the novels Wilson's satire was directed against the insufficient

liberal st~1dards adopted by people like Bernard Sands and Meg Eliot and

" ~
the ~L~~ crowd are notAthe lime-light here, but they are delib-

era·tely placed alongside the upper-midcLle-class to serve as a contrast

as well as to bring out the attitude of the latter towards the former.

Besides their significance from the social point of View, some

of these chara.cters are also fascina.ting and disturbing because of the

evil that is closely interwoven with their poverty. Social documentary

is combined with social criticism in \\'ilson' s descriptions of these

characters who create their own subworld of layabouts, homosexuals and

lavatory attendants. Sometimes they are simply VUlgar and foolish as

are Mrs Wrigley (fI2.~l~k and After) and Idadame Houd-et (AEglo::Saxon

AttitUde_~). IJ.1here are others again who are totally vicious like 1/irs

Curry ani Hubert Rose in Hemlock and After. Of these, Wilson refers

, "}

.LJlbid., p. 44.
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to Hubert aslta fairly successful embodiment of evil ll14 in his essay

enti tIed lIEvil in the English Novel. 1I '1.'h18 essay, like fJ.1he Wild. GarA~n ')

was originally delivered in the form of a lecture, the North -cliffe

lectures in 1961, and forms an important landmark in V.'ilson IS critical

writings. The idea of good and evil has become increasingly important

to him since the ~wing lecturesjand iLl the Northcliffe lectures, by

tracing the history of the subject in English fiction from Richardson

to the present day, he expresses his own attitude to the problem. In

Wilson's view there has been a general tendency in english novelists

(after Richardson) to either evade the issue or "to T0cluce it to a'domes-

ticated' distinction bet'Neen right and wrong. The pervasive ne.ture

of evil that gives a novel its peculiar sense of mystery and power is,

in his view, conspicuously absent from most nineteenth-century novels,

with the u' exception of those by Dickens. Of the other authors

before him Wilson finds. Henry James and E. M. Forster exceptiona.l be-

cause of their concern for good and evil even though they broadly follow

~he pattern of novel of manners. This is particularly interesting

because the treatment of right and wrong is usually a typical character_

istlc of this kind. of novel. In the works of these two authors Wilson

detects the humanistic fight against sterility, greed and treachery.

Regarding Dickens, whom he holds as his ideal, Wilson feels

that not only does he deviate from the convention, but also achieves

the sort of effect Wilson describes as 'shock-treatment'. The evil

l~Ililson, IIgv iJ. in "the English Nove111 , p. 192.
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figures in Dickens's novels thrust themselves upon the domestic scene

of right and wrong quite unexpectedly, just when the reader has become

accustomed to the general amoral nature of a :rarticular situation.

Since the revelation is so sUdden, its impression on the reader is

equally powerful. In his essay liThe Dilemma of the Contemporary Novelist tl

(published 1967), Wilson expressed his -- _ d.8siro to achieve a similar

effect in his own works and also mentions the extent to which he suc-

ceeds in his efforts. As a novelist writing in the conventional nar-

rative style he realises the handicaps of this mode. Its facility of

movement ceases to hold the readerts interest or to offer him the noc-

essary realisation of good and evil as forcefully as it is possible in

various experimental forms of f'ictior:. Wilson has a solution to this

problem of the traditional novelist and goes on to suggest how

• • .he can woo the reader in, so that the reader really is
enclosed in the Iittle warm cocoon where ti1ey a.re both tOGether
sharing a feeling of being buddies, 8011<1 then he can really smash
him ali. the face and push him -'-JUt again. You see he is in a
specially good position to give the kinel of shock treatment Thich
is needed. 15

Referring to the experimental forms used by Virginia Woolf or James

Joyce he urges the contemporary traditional novelist to try the 'pas-

tiche' as an experiment in form. This involves the combination of a

popular mode, for instance the detective story, with a message that is

more serious than what the external form suggests. Fe himself has

accomplished tnis effect to some extent in An~lo-Saxon Attitude~, a

novel in which the central mystery is also intimately intervloven with
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the central moral issue -- the fight between truth and untx-uth -- in

Gerald Middleton's life.

In his short stories, on the other hand, he has very little

opportunity for such struct,ural innovations and his m~Jral criticism

is consequently direct and. even extremel;yr precise. It is also limi-

ted to satiric expositions of the peculiar lower middle-class

vanities and hypocrisies and of the falsity of preserved innocence.

Wilson sees the vanities and hypocrisies as evils born out of the social

upheavals in postwar Eng13nd when a vast number of people, his own

family among themJ"'.,'181'e struggling to maintain a certain stand[n'd of

life as well as values. But since theil' economic handicaps were too

strong to a11m'1 this, Wilson I s characters, the hotel-crowd in II Satur-

na1iall , f'or instance, act the way they go. Among them, those like the

mon:
Il'alfourd--Idches are the worst sort because their vanities are", deep'"

and they have saorificed ti:leir scruples to their vanity. Similar situ-

ations can be seen frequently in various other short stories, tTotsntw:z',

"1tex ImperatoI'I and 1 The Wrong Set I ·~o name a few. Since the action in

these stor-ies is limited to the scope of the central situation, the
is

moral criticism also limited to the disturbing revelation,...

of human failings. In the novels, which incorporate a series of situ-

attona, Wilson can explore dee~)er into the caUSes and circumstances be-

hind. such moral failures as Ron, Mrs Cradd_ock, Yves Houdet or Tom Pirie.

On another level, he can also trace the development of a character like

Bermn'd Sands or Gerald Middleton following a cefini te movement from

self-deception b;y means of a protected innocence or ignorance, thl'ough
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experience to the final self-rea,lisatien. Close analysis of this kind

was quite beyon6 Wilson's objectives in the short stories where he

was only creating a problematic situation and isolating the falsity

of' protected iLnocenc8 as a significa.nt threat to human relationship.

Thus II Ro,spberry J am" ends when it has shown how the friendship between

Johnnie and the old. la(lies is br'ought to an abrupt stop when the latter

sud.denly realise their' secret guilt and the violent final scene rerJains

as Wilson's implied comment on the moral question here. IlA Visit in

Bad. 'llaste ll , IlEt D011a }i1erentesll and IICrazy Crov/dll are other shoI,t stories

that deal with ethical questions in similar ways. What I am tr~ring to

point out is that the various situations, sketched only in outline,

even if very sharply', in thE, short stories.. do not undergo any radical
J

change in the novels. The situation for Edwin in "Et :Dona Ferentesll

and for :Bernard Sands i11 He::nlock and After are very alike, but tha'!;

in the novel 'Hilson can exploit the moral and psychologic9.l possibilities

to a greater extent. The sen,~e of pervasive evil that Wilson tries to

convey in both the short stories and the novels is frequently accom-

panied by the portl'ayal of violence, atrocities or death. Beginning

with "Raspberry Jam", a number of stories "Rex Imper9.tor", IIPresh Air.

Fiend tl , II iVlother I s Sense of Funl1
, tlll'otentanz" to mention a few

illustrate how sudden unexpected scenes of violence are used by the

author to bring home a certain feeling of evil. In the novels,scenes

of physical violence and mental cruelty are employed to illustr9.te

more fully a certain moral crisis at that point in the story. Thus in

Ke~~ an~~fter, the arrest of the homosexual at Leicester Square
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or the sight of a weasel sucking -the brains out of a quivering r'abbi"t,

are descriptions effective in indi6ating Bernard's state of mind when

he witnesses either sc(:me. In 1U2li:lo-§..~xon Attitudes? Larry Rourke's

violent death in the car-accident lends a highly dramatic effect to

the evil nature of his friendship wi tll John Mid.d.letan. Similarly

Gordon's deliberate massacre of his pets in 'rha Mi.ddle-Ae:,e of ;,\::['sElio-l;,

becomes an implicit comrnent on Gordon's ethics and his sense of justice.

Sexual aberrations, like violence, form an important means in

Wilson's writings to convey the author's sense of good and evil.

Since his early short stories, Wilson has covered a wide range of this

particular evil in relation to an individual's life and society. Devi-

ations from the normal sexual pattern include.. incestuous overtones

in HCrazy Crow,lu and "lJothor f s Sense of FunH, lesbianism in "'rhe Wl'ong

Setll , homosexuality in "Such Darling Dodos" and "Et Dona ]!lerentes" and

bestiality and other perverse forms of sex in itA Visi.t in Bad Taste ll

or IiA Story of Historical Interest". Of these homosexuality becomes

a. subsidiary subject of growing importance in most of Wilson's novels,

The recurrent pattern is too obvious to be dismissed simply as another

alienati.on or shock treatment technique adopted by the author'. One of

'Hilson I S critics thinks that the homosexuals are there to manifest the

cOllfl:i.ct between the feminine and masculine natures that goes on '.'.'i thin

himself, IIbut it is signific;~,nt that the nature of homosexuali t JT itself

-- apart from the various social problems that are connected with it -

has not yet recfJived direct alid intenSive treatment" in Wilson's novels. 16

,t:
.l.VJay 1. Halio, AnG.!:!~2.'lilson, p. 98.
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Whatever the actual j_mplication, homosexuals figure as major character

~~ (David and Gordon), p:'!}glo-Saxop_A!j;it~~(John Midd.leton), and.

l~jia~ling Ua~ (Marcus), four noteworthy novels by Wilson, and there-

fore, it will be eSsential for us to examine these relations in each

novel in somB detail later on in this thesis.

Wilson sees his moral preoccupation as a part of the res:oonsi-

bili ty that every agnostic humanist like himself mus·t bear. He feels

that he shares with other agnostic humanists, like Graham Greene and

William Golding, thj.s 'nagging sense of good and. evil. I Also, he

believes that it is one of his aims -to reveal "every kind of hideous

implication" that manifests itself in the domestic situation. l ? As in

the novels of Ivy Compton-Burnett, Wilson too wishes to expose the

sordia~1ess that develops out of ind.ividual relationships wi thin a

famil,Y.

In the chapters that follow 1 shall examine, in. the light of

Wilson's biography and his professed theory of the novel, the various

aspeots of his fiction that I have mentioned in this chapter. Apart

from this I will a.lso attempt to indica.te the manner in which certain

significant themes in Wilson's writing -- social, moral and. psychological

-- und.ergo a subtle bu·t perceptible change as he swi tcnes from the

short story to the novelo In dealing with the short stories I shall

refer mainly to the two collections that appeared before any of his

novels, Le. erhe V~ron£ Soet and Such Darling Dodos. As I will l)oint out

"1vil in the Lnglish l~ovelu, p. 191.



in the relevant section of this thesis, Wilson's ideas have go~e

through considerable shifts in emphasis during the two decades of

his writing career, as he has moved froTI the short story to the novel

and achieved technical and ideological maturity.
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II

CHILDHOOD AND THE FAMILY

"Childhood and the family forms the deepest autobiograph

ical layer in Wilson's fiction."l This comment by K. W. Gransden

succinctl;T brings together two major aspeots of Wilson fS fiction

and is also true to a certain extent of novels by some of Wilson's

contemporaries such as John Braine and AL:an Sillitoe. In the

1950's the overall trend in novel writing was the'documentary style,

noteworthy exponents being Joyce Cary, C. P. Snow, Henry G~een to

mention only a few. Accurate observat;ion and detailed portrayal

of contemporary life and its social, econom:i.o and moral problems.'ia:::-e

some of the common concerns shared by these novelists. But over and

above these areas of' gen~ral interest, each novelist also dealt

with subjects that were essentially determined by his own social or

family background and education. In some oases academic or profe8-

sional interests supersede the impact of family or social be.ckground,

as with C. P. Snow, whose working-class family does not enter his

novels 8,;t' .$,11: '.f,'h:i:!:e his public and academic life is powerfully

portrayed. In the novels of Braine, Sillitoe and Wilson, on the

other hanci, family and social background turn out to be -:. major

determining factorO.

Both Braine and Sil1itoe come from working-class families

,
.... K. Vi. Gransden, Angus Wilson, p. 5.
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and thoir novels have been generally classified as genuine working-

class protests. It is relatively difficult to classify WiJ.!3on's

books because he is not writing about one class or one section

of society to voice its protests. Whatever documentation of

English life occurs in Wilson's novels is, as Gransden points out,

on a very different level~ relating particularly to his own childhood

and family life.

A literary critic with a strong bias for tracing autobio-

graphical elemen"hs in the works of other authors, Wilson believes

that memory plays a significant role in his career as a novclist. 2

One of the aims of his book !he Wild Garden is to illustrate the

way in which his memories influence the form and content of all his

novels and stories.

At this point it is worthwhile to recall some of the princi-

pal factors of his early life that had an appreciable influence over

his later career. For Wilson, his childhood is almost invariably
" .

associated with the instability and insecurity of his familY,which

seldom had a permanent address but moved from hotel to hotel, and

aha' with" the constant predicament of being destitute and embar-

rassed by his father's prodigalities. Moreover he was a lonely

child. in an adult world, his parents being in their middle age when

he was born and his brothers much older than him. None of these

factors was exactly ideal for the young and impressionable mind of

Wilson and he has, sinee the beginning of his writing career, never

--------
2Wilson's first book of crltlcism on Emile Zola and his

latest on Charles Dickens are both written with this psychological/
biographical approaoh -- exploring the way in which experience is
tran:;sformed into fiction.
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tried to minimize the repercussions of such influences on his later

life. He admits that he grew up as a spoilt, frightened and

untruthful child and became proficient at inventing stories about

himself and others; something he had picked up from the general

lIfiction making atmosphere lt 3 in his family.

These early experiences, and many others which had not

left such obvious impressions, came into play directly or indirectly

in his ~~ _~:.. ' first short story, "Raspberry Jam". Written in 1946

ffild at the end of a crucial phase in Wilson's adult life, it is,

however, the story of a small boy named Johnnie, who is created

essentially out of the author's boyhood memories. One 'Nho is aware

of Wilson's biography, particularly between the years 1940 to 1946,

will find it interesting to note that Wilson did not construct

his first story out of his immediate experience of the neurosis

which had proved to be at once very disturbing and self-revelatol~.

th ' , d' t f t th' . d 1,1\ 'tAlthough ere ~s an ~n ~rec' re erence 0 ~s ~n ea ~# W~ h

the two old ladies, the basic material for the story is drawn from

his childhood.

Johnnie, one of Wilson's many lonesome child-characters,

tries to ignore the realities in his life and finds his only delight

in a world of fantasy, which he crowds with strange faces, names

ffild voices; in fact anything odd fascinates him~ While it Vlould.

be an oversimplification to describe llRaspberry Jam" as merely the

story of a highly imaginative boy, it is also true that such boys

------,-_._---~--------------------

~wilson, The Wild~rden, p. , 11
-'-'-t.
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rea1)pear significa.ntly in a number of Wilson's subsequent works.

One finds almost an identical character in Rodney in "Necessity's

Child.", another little boy isolated in a grown-up world who is

almost forced into inventing lies about himself and his parents

in order to compensate for his ovm 2.ense of loss. Eric in

Hemlook and After and Timothy Middleton in An~y-Saxon Attitudes

are somewhat older, but are nevertheless. lonesome boys undecided

about whether to enter the adult world or to confine themselves

to their ovm Vlorld of books, ideas and imagination. And finally

in ~fLlJat~E;rWilson took up the subject again, giVing it

a fuller treatment in describing the lives of the Matthews ohildren

as they go through adoldscence and youth. Particularly in the

charaoters of Rupert and Marcus, Wilson seems to have dra'wn heaVily

on his OW11 memories of boyhood,ancl, by employing the techniques of

interior monologue ancl flashback tries to rela,te the past to the

present, the boys to the men they grow up to be.

It m~ be said that Wilson's subjective memories are trans-

formed into these objective figures of boyhood. As Wilson puts it,

this "uneducated momoryli 4 in his case comes from an earlier part

of his life and ;-. is "what gives vi"l;ali ty to the novel, makes the

words flow}the incidents happen.,,5 However, all his major child

charaoters are solitary figures, frequently unloved and uncared for.

They. crave foJ' the attention of the adults, particularly of their

~Vilson, !he Wild Garden, p. 139_

51E.i<i.. , p. 139.
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parents, and since they cannot have it by being simple, natural

and innocent, they are soon forced to adopt other means. It is

usually this loss of innocence, and the ensuing attempts at

connj~ing and inventing, that Wilson seeks to underscore in his

child-figures.

In "Raspberry Jam" Johnnie is seen among his older relatives,

who try to adopt a pai;ronising attitude' -' :.-~ =~. ~ "~.'~ which he de·te,sts

intensely. They neglect him and presume that he is notable to

grasp the meaning of the gossip they exchange in oblique terms.

But this attitude among his family members has resulted in J OM!'1ie

becoming precocious very early. Wilson con~ents on the boy's pre-

dicament in such a situation in a rather direct manner:

The loss of this friendship was a very serious one ~o the
boy. It had. met so completely the needs and. loneliness which
are always great in a child isolated from other children and.
surrounded by unimaginative adults. 6

Naturally he had been compelled to resort to his own fantasy-games,

and his world is)therefore,

~ • 0 a strange compound of the adul t world in which he had
alw~s lived and a book world corr~osed from Grimm, the Arabian
Nights, Alice's a.dventure, natJJI'<:>.lh

• history books, and more
I'Acently the novel s of Dickens and J' ane Austen. 7

His own values and morals emerge in terms of this strange

world of fantasy where he ar:r-anges and rearranges the words and

actions of the adults to form a pattern that is coherent only to him.

6Wilson, "Raspberry Jamll
, !!le. Wrong Set, p. 148.

7Ibid., p. 146.
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In this world, the old Misses Swindale have ranked very high because

they'...haV6 .givB.n· hirg'iihB. imaginative friend.ship he had so much

need(td. But sUddenly~wi th the violent catastrophe at the end., when

the two sisters get drunk and cruelly destroy the little bull-

finch, the horror causes a turmoil in J'ohnnie's imaginative world

of values and upsets his entire young life.

If J'ohnnie represents a boy 'who has' buil this ovm moral

world which is shattered by acoident, Rodney in IlNecessity's Childll

stands for the next stage in a boy's life when he has lost his

innooence. In this post-lapsarian state, if it may be 'l.;ermed such,

Rodney indulges himself in wild inventions about his parents and

acquaintances. What is notable is that the inventions are not

merely wild but also often vulgar and obscene. Rodneyf s imagination

does not only divert and delight him as in Johnnie's case but it is

8also Ilclosely related to the semi-conscious demands of the ego."

First he pretends to be a brave young souI, trying to save the life

of his parents, and then, satisfied with -haVing deceived the old

gentleman, proceeds to make up a shocking and vulgar story about him

to his aunt. Bu·t basically, Wilson reminds the reader, in his rever-

ies Johnnie remains the solita17 child, yearning for love and atten-

tion:

But I am left alone, tied. to the raft, numbed, frozen,
choking .vi th the cold, or again, as it sails relentlessly on
towards the next floating green giant, dashing me to pieces
against the ice as I fight with the ropes too securely tiod.9

8Wilson, ~e Wild Garden, p. 145.

9Wilson, llHecessity's Childll , Such ])arJ.il1K...P_9_do_~, p. 120.
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One rBalises ofc0nr~e that such wild fantasies are at once reflections

of Rodney's extremely romantic nature and of his desperate desires

to be noticed with affection and admiration.

Such a highly-imaginative and lonesome boy naturally grows

up to be a young man like Eric Craddock in

his first appearance one sees Eric playing

Hemlock and After.---------
ef

the roleALorenzo's

In

page

in exotic Florence and in this fantasy-world he sees himself as a

beautiful, talented and much-loved young man with " a certain gentle

grace'" not only of movements and of manner, but of spirit, that

dis'l;inguished him from the other pages .11
10

These fantasies provide him with the atmosphere and the type

of people who would treat him the way he wants to be treated and thus,

in spite of his age, fantasies are delightful in that they seek to

compensate for the unhappiness in real life. Eric's passionate

desire to be admired and loved finds satisfaction either in a dream-

world or in homosexual relations with older men.

Whatever their objectives, Johnnie, Rodney and Eric all

indulge in their secret reveries to fill in the vacuum created by

loneliness and neglect in an aclul t world, and to that extent Y{ilson IS

own memories of childhood find objective representation.

AJ.so,in The Mid<ile-Age of. ri1rs_}.!.~~, memories of l~egfs youth

return to her again and again. She remembers vividly her own solitude

and her mother's world, between which there was an ever-1ncreasing

.:..:.--~---_._--------~~=

10Wilson, Hemlock and After, p. 32.
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gulf. On the eve of her journey abroad she feels an undefinable

fear of the unknown, which she had experienced earlier in life:

She had decided later that
o:f the insecurity of her home,
disappearances from the scene.
communicated by her mother. II

it stemmed from a child's sense
Bnd from her father's sudden

She had declared it hysteria

Her husband too analyses this peculiar fear as having; born 'out; of her

mother's Hconstant moving from one place to another and the absurd

enterprises that 'Ivers bound to fail." 12 . The frightening memories

of an unstable past return to Meg with a rude shock, once again,

when after her husband's death she becomes aware of her actual finan-

cial state. Meg Eliot's memories of a life lived mostly in hotels

closely follows the pattern of Wilson's own life, and Wilson has

acknowledged much of this novel to have been created directly from

13his ovm experiences. t.l1he near-parallel circumstances in both lives

leave very little room for objecti:fying the character.

One has similar suspicions regarding Wilson's r.eco.nt novel

No Laughing Matt~, and perhaps an even stronger case to believe that

Wilson drew heaVily upon the facts of his own life and family in

writing this novel. He himsolf has not made any direct mention of

this, torqy knowledge, but from the facts supplied by him in The Wild

Garden and :from those available in Ralio's book, one can trace a

close parallel in this novel to the general character of Wilson's

llWilson, The Middle-A~e of Mr~ Eliot, PP. 40-41.

12Ibid ., p. 51.

13Wilson, The Wild Garde~, p. 29.
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boyhood and youth. Rupert and Marcus are both extremely intelligent,

creative and inventive and, very much like Rodney or Johnnie, they

play their O\~ games, which in their case are not fantasies any

lO.l.1ger but cleverly-struc·tured satiric mimicry of theil.' elders, espe

cially their parents. As with Johnnie, the moral jUdgement or the

ethical criteria the boys apply to their parents emerge prominently

out of this almost childish game of play':"'acting. As they play the

roles of their parents and grandparents, Wilson uses them to direct

implicit as well as explicit criticism at the adults. Eventually,

they learn to distinguish between Billy Pop the disreputable, un

reliable, irresponsible man and fatherland the tragic, unsuccessful

but clever and ambitious author. They also try to understand the

despair and sorrow that makes a beautiful, intelligent person like

their mother, whom they jokingly call the Countess, succumb to a

mean and vulgar life. The influence of the parents manifests itself

in two ways in the lives of the two brothers. Rupert becomes the

successful actor and the man of the wo:dd and has a happier family

life than any he had knovrn as a boy. He has not only inherit0d the

talents that had been wasted in his parents' but with labouT and integ

ri ty achieved something which nei"thar of his parents could fulfil in

life. Yet even in his career, there are such occasions when he sub-

rni ts to a deceitful act, flatters his aged co-actress by making love

to her, all for the sake of success.

Marcus is also successful but he cannot avoid. the secret

delights of the homosexual life he shares with a Je·wish friend. While

he too has made a considerable name as an art-critic and art-dealer
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he is still a11~ heart., and in practice, the 'pansy-boy f. ~lhe

poverty a.ncl the miseries of his adolescent years had:- dI'iven him

to earn his living through this peculiar prostitution, but he continues

to cling to this life even at a time when he .he.s no longer any

need for the money. What happens really is that Marcus, like Rodney

and Eric, was yearning to be admired and loved, and, disappointed in

his fami1y in this respect, he -has taken up dressing extravagantly

to draw the attention of anybody and everybody. This craving to be

admired and loved is at the root of the homosexual habits which

gradually become compulsive. Gransden is justif',j.ed in saying, liThe

Matthews grow older in each 'take', yet somehow never grow up and the

author's awareness of this is part of the irony.1l 14

Wi th Timoth,y Middleton in Ang:lo-Saxon At:ti tudes the situation

is rather different. Although he represents the third generation in

the Middleton family, and is its youngest member, he does not appear

to be as young as one expects. In fact, in contrast with his father,

who gives the impression of an in-:mature and helpless adult, Timothy

appears to be a better-poised, independent indivIdual, at first

sight. Robin, his father, is not really attentive towards him and

Marie-H~l~ne, his mother, guards him over-cautiously. She carefully

plans his holidays and his recreations, takes him along to midnight

masse-s (she is a Roman-Catholic and much of her tar-nestness about

everything is implicitly attributed to her faith) and with equal

---------~----,

14Gransden, !P@s Wilso!!., p. 28.
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care watches for him to fall in love for the first time. Timothy

usually hovers rather insignificantly in the backeround of the

main action, and ,when he does appear, comes out 8,8 a maturer

individual than either of his parentso l,H;:e the J'Eatthews children

he,too, sees through the silliness and pettiness of the older gene-

ration but unlike them he is reticent about his opinions. The only

time he comes out with any kind of remark is at hiB mother's party;

both he and his girl-friend are thoroughly disgusted by their parents'

behaviour:

Timothy was having a very familiar argument with Car~line

J evir-gton. 1I1jjr mo ther 's quite as embarrassiJ,g as yours, 11 he
saiet. IINonsense, \I SG'dd Caroline, lIyou just listen to Mummy
now. 11

Mrs Jevington, le,rge and blond_e but dead and elegant -
the English version of Idarie-Helene -- was holding forth from
another sofa. "Well, I thil1k anyone who's experienced the
creative process .... 11 'llimothy tur'ned to Caroline ~ "Yes,
you're right," he said.l5

In the middle of the party he comes forward to rescue his father's

mistress, Elvira£~rtway, from an embarrassing situation and proves

himself more sensible than anyone else ilf his family.

He belongs to the class of young, middle class intellectuals,

and has a studied disdain for the mediocrity of his executive father,

and his stupidly ambitious mother. But it would be a mistake to

suppose that Timothy is merely priggish and smug in his criticism of

his elders. He too is trying, like Rodney or Marcus or Johnnie to

constr-uct his ovm world of values and ideals. He is seeking for some

15Wil son, Apglo-Saxon Atti tudeE!~, p. 345.
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criteria to depend upon because he feels that the ethical standards

applied by his parents have failed. Unlike any of the other boys

r.l1imothy however he.s the advantage of growing up in a family where

his mother, even if for the wrong reasons, cares for him, and his

father also does: his affair with Elvira is never brought into the

family life. In his quiet, non-interfering reserve, ~imotby is thus

very similar to his grandfather: they are keenly perceptive but not

often verbally critical.

This tension between the generations -= particularly be"Gween

parents and children -- has become an issue of increasing importance

in Wilson's novels. H,alio sees it as almost a leitmotif and We know

that it takes on larger proportions in the total distrust and antipa-

thy that builds up behveen Gerald and John Middleton and between

l,\.aurice and the zoo--authori ties in The Old "Men at the Zoo.

There is a certain unforgiVing and relentless quality in this

younger gel~eration that t<.18ocharacterises the less-privileged and

tlie under-dogs in WiJ.son 1 s fiction, trying to eke out whatever they

can from the few opportunities they get .. ;c • And while the children

and. youth are drawn mainly from his unconscious memories of his own

childhood, most of these oleler men and women are apparently created.

from conscious memories of his ovm family" or similar people whom he

had Imo':m. 'l'hey are the people whom WiJ.son calls 'the raffish old

SpOl'tS' -- people frequently without definite homes and occupations,

people who existed on the brink of poverty but nevertheless clung

to their self-·respect and their past. Looking back, he could see
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himself as a solitary but sensitive child in the midst of these

unhappy, pseud~-sophisticated, ~~c)as~ adults and as a creative

writer he could not have ignored the literary possibilities of such

a situation. In his O\Vll words:

The day to d~ social atmosphere in these hotels p1~yed

a large part in conditioning the mood and setting of my early
short stories • • • 16

In these stories;I therefore, the wro aspe.cts mentioned by Gransden

were combined with extraordinary success. This success vms partially

due to the fact that in I)Ostwar England Wilson was indeed a })ioneer

when he started writing about the shabby-genteel middle-class who

had. actually evolved as a class only in the inter-war years. As I

have mentioned earlier, this subtle but definite revolution in the

English social scene did not escape Wilson -- and in his stories,

he wished to make it felt and noticed by his readers morec:leal'ly.

With the appearance of his early short stories the English reading

public recognised in him a careful observer of society and identified)

in his books, characters and situations they had seen and. known. It

is this identifiable quality of Wilson's wri.tings, this directness

of his approach, that has, however, misrepresented him often as a

second-class novelist. Bernard Bergonzi for instance sees this

II cuI tural pre--occupation,l in Wil son as guided by "personal predilec-

tion or even obsessions. He is a writer of middle brow appeal and

16Wilson, The Wild Garden, p. 15.
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true IiteraiI':y seriousness, a fact which enables him to elude

confident critical placing. 1I17

To examine how far such a criticism is true we must first

consider the exact nature of Wilson's social criticism or documen-

tation, whatever may be the case, in his fiction.

I!:S aturn a l:i a"-, one of his earliest short stories included

New Year's Eve,

1931, in a hotel in South Kensington. The locale and the people are

all very familiar to Wilson and to many of his readers too:

• • • there was no doubt that the Mendel Court was different
to most other hotels in South Kensington -- it was brighter,
more easy-going, less fusty, less stuffy. They hadnlt so many
old tabbies and crocks with one foot in the grave. 'llhere ',':a8

a poker set as well as a bridge set. One half of the residents
were divorced or separated. Lots of them did interesting jobs,
like being mannequin or film extras, or even helping friends to
run night clubs, 21]J.X. s}.!2.::~!iE.g._ hOl~Dler:.diclly the ris'h.t cl~~.

9f 12-~e could turn to when :Ghey !lad to. f...:r.~~('X f~~..£.

~:....l?_~lls it vms not from_.any ashamed i!:...t!1:E.~~-yu!...beca~
~~.0ht the..z COl..!..:Lu§t aw~v:i_th it. I8 Zitalitcs min~/

The last two sentences neatly convey Wilson's evaluation of 'the right

class' who share what he calls his mother's 'pluck' and desperately

hold on to their past respectability as a means of existence in the

present The irol~ inherent in such a deception, both of onets self

and of others, is again made evident in the attitude of Claire TalfQurd-

-Rich who plays the role of an injured wife and, even so early? antici-

pates the character of Cla:ra Matthews, the Countess in No Laug:g..!?£

Matter:

l7Bergo~zi, The Situation ~~~he Novel, p. 151.

18Wilson, II Saturnaliatl
, The~Vlrong Set., p e 52.
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••• -- not that she no longer noticed his ilier husband'~7
infidelities, her mind was too intent upon the cultivation of
3, Knights'2;bridge exterior 'vITi th a Kensington purse, but a certain
dull ache of self-pity at the liack of her consciousness made
her hold to the marriage with sullen tenacity.19

The sheer emptiness of this aspiration for 'class' among people who

had been rendered declasse· by the impact of the J?irst War and the

Depression, is what Wilson tries to capture in these characters.

However, there is difference of opinion regarding Wilson's standpoint

in this issue of social criticism and the declasse, which I have

mentioned earlier and which must be clarified at this point. Wilson

himself does not wish to be marked as a 'social satirist' and he has

reasons for wishing so. He believes that in depicting this new social

class he has not always been able to hold an unprejudiced ~iew. I

believe he is not 'ambivalent',as he snggests}but his approach is

obviously sympathetic. The satire, when it is there, is in the form

of a mild irony that really tends to emphasise the lamentable aspect

of such a situation as the one mentioned above. The minor hypocrisies

of Claire or Sir Charles are not really unpardonable. One realises

the cor~ulsion of the situation that makes the Talfd~wd-Riches behaNe

the we;y they do to keep up appearances. J)l'uce Talfov.l':d~;Rich who has

lost his ovm class believes, somewhat like Billy Pop in po LaUli~.ing

fattel:, that he can still exercise his charms and "he prided himself

in fitting in wi th all classes 1l
20

while he danced with the 2.netty

wai tress, Stella Heness8Jr, 1)he manageress of the hotel also is, on the

19Ibid., p. 53.

20Ibid •• p. 54.-'
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other hand>too conscious of the 'class' that she has acquired over
ec,-~i!y

the years and v"/ill not be ....fIatterecl by Tom the porter;; ..

• • • 3te11.9, had fought too hard to maintain her class
posi tion to have itobscureo_ by poetic ,rords. In any case
'lEi th her sexual flir-btion was far too closely bound up with
social ambition. 21

This game of class appears prominently in the party, and while some

try to maintain their f c l ass ', others, like the 'traitress and the

porter?aspire for one they will-never have. The extreme vulnerability

of this d:racine class as it is emerges out of the Depression

years is stressed as the servants and the superiors join hands to

welcome the year 1932;

Gradually, as dril1k broke dovm the barrie:cs of self-conscious
ness,the classes began to merge. The servility of the staff
began to give way to the contempt that they felt for the pr'eten
:l!iou:3 :caf'fishnE-ss of their superiors. To the residents the easy
moral tone of the staff was more surprising, for how were they
to know that conditions of work in the hotel could only attract
the scum of that great tide of labour vrhich the depression had
rolled into London. 22

Wilson's tone here might be mistaken for scorn, on the surface, but
. .

_it is surely one of regret and pity. Pity for women like Stella who

must go through the miseries and humiliations of her profession only

"to keep Paul [her so!:.7 at 1Talvern" 23 and pity for Sir Charles, who

cannot forget his scholarship and backgroillld. To break dovm class

barriers is something they least wish for, but the end of 1931 and

21Ib , ,
55·---.2:2:.' , p.

22Ibid • , p. 57

23Ibid • , p. 58



the beginning of 1932 seem to level all of tDem into one crazy

crowd.

This hotel scene brings to mind Meg Eliot's life in the

hotels in ~k1:.U.ddle-Ae..~_of ]\{'TS. Eliot. After her husband's accident

she is suddenly :reduced to the state of a working woman '!'Tho had once

had 'class' but is now on the verge of losing it. Around her we see

her friends, in a similar condition, La.dy Pirie, Poll and Jill and

others like them. We have -two contrasting descriptions: of the !30rt

of life Meg Eliot had been accustomed to live while her husband

lived, and the life to which she has been reduced in the second part

of the book:

Suddenly she realized that she was standing there 'feeling
like a successful hostess'. But if she was more self-conscious
in this role than at other times it was a matter of a.musement
rather than for sharp self·-censure. It was a part she had
always so wished to play. She had hated the muddled, shabby
gentili ty of the occasional parties her mother ha.d given in the
intervals of a plucky inefficient struggle to live. She had
always made excuses, had -been late at the secretarial college,
or had hidden upstairs in her bedroom with a book. •• It was
not surprising when at last she was able to assume the role
herself, that her sense of it should have been a shade literal~,

a touch self-conscious. 24

The contrast here is not merely between what is to come and the

present situation but also between Meg Eliot's ov~ past and the

present. She had tried, by a successful marriage, to escape the

shabby-genteel poverty of her mother's life and had succeeded to

some extent. But the irony of the situation is understood in the

light of her future when she must once again succumb to the dreary

35
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2~Vilson, The Middle-Age of Mrs Elio~, p. 52.
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life she had hated so much:

Meg wandered from room to room having dotty conversation
with various people. She thought they were all rather ghastly
-- most of them seemed to be pub or club pickups of Poll's, or
people these pickups had brought along with them -- and when
she thought of Poll and the amusing intelligent world she had
once lived in she felt rather sad. But most of the time she
also thought that the people were rather enchanting as well as
ghastly -- at a~ rate for the purpose of a party -- • • • 25

Or again on the occasions when she meets the associates of Tom Pirie:

She couldn't say that she likeJor disliked his 'friends',
for she seldom learned more than that they were on the fringe of
various occupations -- or more truly, though of course that was
not their fault, unemployed_. Their jobs ranged in scale of
security from publishing and copy-writing, through all the
creative acts (writing, painting, dancing, acting) to selling
everything seconov hand. 26

Undoubtedly the events in this novel take place at a much later date

than the hotel scene in "Saturnalia", but Wilson brio_ges the gap in

yea.rs with frequent references to Meg's mother's life which was

essentially the rootl8ss existence of the hotel-ladles, and bfr,J'ol1. or

Jill. While in the early short stories he had tried to organise, for

himself, the chaotic condition of the English social life by holding

up the 'nouveau pauvre' of the 30's as a class by themselves, in a

later novel like~Age of ~~s Eliot Wilson is trying to show

hovi that class had come to take a permanent place in English life.

But what is more significant is that, unlikej~leg Eliot, callous

and unreasonably critical of her shabby' friends as she is represented

in the earlier part of the book, Wilson did not always view this life

25 Ibicl. , p. 253.

26Ibid •• p. 245·-'
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with oensorious or unkind eyes, in fact there is a definite touch

of pathos in the documentation of these helpless lives.

The new-poor, the shabby-genteel class,continued to dominate

the scene in Wilsonfs fiction lliltil the publication of his second

collection of stories, Such _D_c:El;EB:.J2~<2..~. "Christmas Day in the

Wo:cl"J'loase tl
') a story in this collection, closely resembles "Saturnaliall

in the setting and the oocasion when a festive-soene is ohosen to

bring about a temporary reconciliation between the classes. Thea,

another wiclO\v like l\ieg Eliot, finds a sudden companionship in

Stephanie, the girl 'Nho Seems to have some vestige of the 'right

olass' that Thea herself misses. She is comforted 11y the fact that

they share common experiences a11<l joys1and in their dreary life at

the workhouse -this comes to her as a positive happiness:

It was amazing, she reflected, how one person of the right
sort could help to make life tolerable. All the VUlgarity, the
intrigue, the anxiety that surrounded her life at the Bureau
seemed t~ vanish in Stephanie's presence; but that, of course,
was because she was so detached, so completely above them.
Breeding did make a difference, ther.e was no doubt about it. 27

But this happiness does not last long because Stephanie, like the

rest of the world, does not seem to care for the impoverished widow

and Thea is left with her isolation and bitterness only to succumb

to the vulgarity that she hates. This total inability to preserve

oneself from vulgarity and meanness when one has been reduced to

the new-poor state is,' -, 'the-' '" theme for many of Wilson's other

stories. In It Hex ImperatoI'" old lEI'. l\"icholson, Gwen Rutherford

--------_._----
27Wilson, tlChristmas ]jay in the Workhouse", Such Da.rl.in~

~~, p. 129.



and Basil, all depend on Rex for their living and amusements, Bnd

the disgrace and humiliation of this state of financial dependence

have broken down their moral integrity as well. They resort to

lies, hypocri~y, cruelty and violence without any scruples whatsoever.

The same evaluation applies to llaurice in "What Ilo Hippos F~at?" as

he tries to cheat and exploit Greta who o~~s the boarding-house he

lives in. Memories of a better past embolden him and he tries to

dominate the girl of whom he is in fact a dependent. These characters

are all,basically,drawn from Wilson's memories of his ov~n father, as

he describes him in The Wild Garden;

An inveterate borrower, he was learned in the act of invention.
Most of this invention was brilliantly.§:.2:. lJ-oc • • •. In general •
it included along with all its p(7rsonal cl:.:d.ms-. .-- •. -8.. certain
claim to social superiority which was more jus'tified by his past
than by his present. 28

Billy Pop, in 1~0 Laull.~£ Matter, comes closest to this description

of the destitute, but a~tful, inventive male figure in Wilson's fic'tion.

,f- IThe declasse social scene had been conveyed in the short

stories in a sharp but sketch-like reproduction that was altogether

highly suggestive. In p.£._Laughing 1ilatter Wilson -took up the subject

again and this time worked on a wider canvas using a variety of "Gech-

niques. This novel has often been classified as a IFamily Saga! and

covers six decades of the present century, opening with the years

prece ding the Pirst World War. :Mr and Mrs Matthews, better known

as Billy Pop and the Countess, represent the irresponsible, gay, un-

truthful and immoral side of the shabby-genteel poverty of the English

~"

~oWilson, The Wild Garde~, p. 14.



middle-class. The father, an unsuccessful author, and the mother,

a former actress, continue to live through the trying war years

demanding the comforts and luxuries that they had been accustomed to.

They have little or no concern for the lives of their six children

and in their gay abandon often indulge in sexual promiscuity that

shocks 2~d gradually hardens their children at an ~arly age. Never

theless the children dream their separate dreams and play mocking

games about their elder's absurd pretensions. They finally grow out

of this· despicable atmosphere of their home and earn names for them

selves in a wealthier and happier world. They try to rescue their

parents from the vulgarity of their past life by financial help and

even succeed in putting them into a respectable old people's h0me.

But here again there is a moral issue involved in the situation:

the poverty and despairing rootlessness of the past years have so

weakened and demoralised 111' and ¥.iI'S Matthews tha'~ they are not really

able to return to a stronger, better life, devoid of pretensions,

hypocrisies and theatricality in general.

I consider the scene of their death to be one of the best

executed ironies in the whole range of Wilson's \VTitings. The

essential frivolity of their lives is worked out until tp'e end and

this is presented in a dra.matic form effectively titled: "French

Viindo'lfS: An Interrupted. Play" and the final scene subtitled "Pop and

Motor: A Catastrophe". There is a highly ingenious setting and Billy

Pop is described llswathed like a rnullllf{V in his wheel chair," while

39
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lla~eound him prowls Motor like an old cc.ged, mangy tiger.,,29 They

go o.n lNi th their lighthearted pompous talk, not really communicating

with each other, but indulging in a delightful verbosity, until the

site is bombed and the curtain comes dO'Nll.

As I mentioned earlier, in this novel Wilson has, with

renewed Vigour, taken up the theme of social documentation after a

gap of many years. In the intervening years the 'raffish old sports'

kept reappearing in his works, but since Wilson's chief preoccupation

in ~Q.£k and AftE;r or Ang-Io-Saxon Attitudes had been very different,

social satire had been pushed to the background of these novels.

Another reason was that the central fi€~res in both the novels belong to

the···. well-established upper middle-class, and the 10"'[01' middle-class

or the poor are always s~en. as the minor characters in these novels.

Thus in He~l.ock_&Jl(l Aftel', Eric, Ron and Bill Pencllebury come into

focus only to the extent that they d.emonstra.te the absolute clemorali-

sation of an entire class of people. Of' these Eric and Ron are the

worst victims because they exploit their physical attractiveness as

a bait for the homosexual novelist Bernard Sands. Terence Lambert

also fe,lls into the same category. While Bill and. Mrs Craddock are

not guilty of sexual a.berrations dir'ectly ~ they are still easy

preys to the temptations of money and comfort. Thus there is a two-

fold criticism of the society where one class of people like Bernard

Sands and Hubert Rose :is immoral by choice and. there is another,

like Ron, Eric and others who are forced into evil by circumstances

?Q
~/Wilson, No 1,8.ughin,<.;; IdatteI', p. 428,
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and society.

In ~-Saxon Attitude~, Mrs Salad and her grandson Vin

live on the :fd:'-lJ..'h€,'e-s of the life of Gerald Middleton and it is only inev-

Ttabl;e~ that they should exploit the rich around them and take

advantage of them. The same applies to the vicious attitude of
He

)\fJrS Gresset who tries to guard the truth a boutt\Melpham excavations

from Gerald 1tiddleton.

It is this general atmosphere of tension between the generations

and a sense of hostility existing between the old and the young, the

rich and the poor, that makes Frank Kermorlf)., wrongly consider all

Wilson's young people as "nasty and dreary petty criminals, homosexual

":\()
prostitutes, espresso layabouts and the betrayed. u- This is not so,

and with the exception of Larry Rourke in Anls1o-S~.o~nJ.~itu..~~, none

of these young people is really evil. But Kermode is right in saying

that it is out of this war between the old and the young that Wilson

creates his "nightmare images of famiJ.y lifeu31 and the decadent

society of the inter~war years. The poverty, the squalor, the meffi1-

ness and the selfish fears and above all the weakened moral structure

of the middle-class that tries to put up a shaky defence or else

submit itself to the inevitable is a real world; it is the world

of Wilson's O\VD childhood.

30Kermode, Puzzles and Epiphanies, p. 193.

'-1
-'-'-Ibid., p. 194.



III

BREAKDOWIi AND AFTER

While the broad background of Wilson's fiction is strongly

coloured by what he calls his 'unconscious memories' of his family

and eh±ldhoocl, "thematically many of his stories and novels derive

from conscious memories of more recent experiences in his adult life.

This concerns particularly his nervous b.-reakdown during 1944-1945

ancl his use of this experience as an important event in the lives of

several of his characters. As a highly conscious a~tist Wilson is

always aware of a tendency in his writing to render 0 bjectivf2,Ly

signific<~nt subjective experiences. And as a critic with a strong

psychoanalytical bias,he has in The Wild Garden sought to compare

this phenomenon with the autobiographical elements in the novels of

:Oickens and 201a. Of the t'1W, he has a deeper admira'~ion for Dickens;

in a conversation with Frank Kermode, he said, referring to the

presence of autobiographical material in his own works, that his ,vrit

ing'ool1sists of 11 a great lump of Dickensianisrn. lll

Elsewhere he mentions Dickens's experiences in the blacking

factory as one of the most traumatic in his life [md goes on to show

how Dickens overcame this trauma, as well as his deep resentment against

the .aristocracy, by reliving his early experiences over and. over again

lFrank Kerillode in Partisan Re~ie~, 30 (Spring, 1963);p. 77.
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life, which he undoubtedly seeks to overcome in similar manner, was

of a different nature: in the first place his breakdo\¥ll was no child-

hood or adolescent experience and then it was not inflicted on him

by outward forces, but was born of circumstances within his own life,

circumstances which he himself had created to a great extent. I have

dealt with this period of nervous crisis in Wilson's life, in some

detail in the opening chapter.

In the early short stories, whose chief aim vvas social criti-

cal criticism, there is little use of ar~ other theme as such, but

some of the characters do undergo nervous breakdo\n1s similar to Wilson's

ovm and also to those described in the subSEquent novels. It is impor-

tant to remember that in all these cases a significant moral problem

is at the root. Through years of self-deception and deception of

others by setting up a protective and false facade of innocence andl

or ignorance, the individual makes hilnself peculiarly vulnerable so

that when sudden exterYla.l forces break his defensive barriers, leaving

him exposed both to himself and to the world, the person ineVitably

goes throngh a state of nervous shock. This is roughly the process

that Wilson has described, rather sketchily in the short stories, and

more elaborately in the novels.

In order to maintain a chronological order and also to indicate

the gradual development of the theme I shall first briefly consider

-------~--

Engli.sh

2Wilson, "The H?TOeS 8-JJd Heroines of Dickens", Review of
T.~+" .... ·,+",..o TT LT,,1,r 'Ohl) '1'\,..., 7_,A - ,-.
'-..J~V"""-L.l,..l.oV\A.-L"""" .......... , \U\r\.~U' -1../_...1.0/, .1(.1..1. '--.l."-'&I
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the early short stories and then the novels i11 greater c3~etail.

Wilson I s first short story llRaspberry Jamll reflec'bed the

dilemma of the Misses Swindale who tried to meet their village

community with sincere kindness and liberal ideas only to receive

harsh criticism that gradually led, them to their breakdown in the

final scene. But those are only the apparent circumstances in the

story: over and above what the village does to them, the two old ladies

are themselves blameworthy. The older sister deliberately lives in

a pa.st (lominated by the figure of her father, ignoring the present

or simply disclaiming it. Such an unnatural attitude is liable to be

judged cruelly, particularly in the gossipy atmosphere of thE'! village.

Her younger sister is even more ~vu_Inerable because beneath all her

aesthetic refinement she is a discontented spinster, who tries to

deceive herself and eveIy one e]se by her clever talk and what she

believes to be her physical charm. At one point, both of them real

ise how futile their self-d.eceptions have been -- the older sister's

false pretensions about her father's high ideals and the younger

sister's fruitless amorous adventures -- and with this realisation

their only source of self-reliance is lost. In the final scene, their

total breakdown and the violence and cruelty they indulge in, seem to

be the retributive reaotion against their entire past.

In "Fresh Air }i'riendll Elspeth Ecc1es and lliranda Soarle are

both victims of self-deoeption and false attitude. Miranda Searle

seeks refuge from unwanted sympathy in her bereavement by making her

self Y~o~~ as a dipso~aniac and a whimsical person. But her grief
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has not really affected her in such a way and inwardly she has

remained the same sharp intelligent individual whom people admired.

Elspeth, her husbandfs student, however,does not realise the actual

situation, and because she believes herself to be a liberal-humanist,

tries to improve the situation in the Searle home by severely criti-

eising ~liranda. Miranda loses complete control over herself and goes

into hysterics in a scene very similar to the climax in II Raspberry

Ja~l. Elspeth's realisation comes implicitly at the end of the story

when she finds out that instead of being an indispensable friend she

has caused more harm than good 5 and that Professor Searle's nervous

breakd.own was actually a rasul t of her misplaced enthusiasm to set

things right.

"A Visit in Bad Taste" is a continuation of this theme: the

affected liberalism of the semi-educated middle-class that is bound

to fail even in the first test. The sister's false sophisticated ideas

and her vanity prevent her from accepting a brother with an inglorious

past and this is what makes 'I;he situation sordid.

With the title story in the second volume, Such Darling Dodos,

Wilson has moved away considerably from the raffish world of the

nouveau-pauvre into the lives of a university don and his wife. Priscilla-- -
and Robin stand for defunct liberal ideals that d.o not impress their

modern left-wing students and though they do not realise it, they

gradually cease to ir.~ress anyone but themselves. This unawareness in

the characters might simply mean that it was an integral part of their

self-deceptive armour. Or, it might also mean that Wilson had found
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it difficult to explicate~ within the scope of the short story, the

intricacies evolving from their self-realisation and has therefore

avoided further development - of the situation. Moreover?both

Pr$scilla and Robin, compared to Bernard Sands or Ella, seem to be

inadequate as characters for the exploration of the elramatic theme

of self-realisation and self-knowledge.

This inadequacy cloes not, however, suggest -that Wilson was

incapable of producing a better person~. His initial aim in the early

stories was to document the new post-war social revolution in England

and he was more ooncerned with sorting out the peculiar problems that

were a part of this new social stratum. As such his storiAs came out

vivid and brilliant as social documentaries but although they are

usually stories about hypocrisy, deception, defeated optimism and

moral irresponsibility, they lack adeguatA psychological motivation.

This might be because of the restrictive scope of the stories; neverthe

less, it is surprising considering Wilson's knowledge and interest in

Fl'eud and his usual psychoanalytical approach. But the short stories

were not meant to be psychological in the same way as his later writ

ings, particularly the novels, were. Although there is frequent

suggestive reference to motivation and abnormalities as in "Raspberry

Jamll or "Fresh Air Fiend" there is hardly an,y carefully planned 'psi ycho=

logical'plot. I disagree with John Mander who classified the stories

into three distinct groups -- the 'psychological', the 'social' and

the 'social-p o-ychological' -- and finds the first group of stories

mostly inadequate ,(II the analyst's casebook") and concludes that as
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Wilson's main intention is an analysis of societ,y he has only weakened

t.he stories by confusing the two issues. 3 Primarily I think such a

classifioation of the stories is in itself a mistaken approach to

Wilson's technique, whioh is certainly not a confusion of two issues

but a combination of them that results in the kind of 'Englishness'

pointed out by Gransden. As Habinovit.z mentions,there is no such

social-psychological tension simply because Wilson did not try to incor-

porate Freudian analysis in fiotion, at least not at such an early stage.

The st.ories in the first two volumes are the works of a social and

moral satirist making "an attack on the false standards of the new

poor. 1l4 When undertones of psychoanalysis ar'" found at all,these apply

not to the raffish crowd but the sophisticated and introvert people

like ~liranda Searle, the Sv!indale sisters, Priscilla and Robin -- types

that Wilson looks more closely at in his later fiction.

With his first novel, Hemlock and After, Wilson has come a long

" ~way fro:n his decIass.G boarding-house chal'acters, waitresses and social

misfits, through the world of universitJT students and dons, "GO enter

the sophisticated world of the elite.

As I have noted earlier, from this point in Wilson's fiction,

the M.rs Salads, Mrs WrigleYs, the hotel-porters and pianists recede

into the background, existing at the edges of the lives of the successful

brilliant folk who now come into lime-light. Along with this shift

3John Mander, The ~ri~~~and COJ£mitmen~, pp. 126-127.

4Rubin Rabinovitz, The Reaction Aga~nst Experiment in the
~~lLI\ovel, p. 93.



there is an equally noticeable change in Wilson's protagonists, who

are, without exception, all middle-aged men and women. As Edelstein

so aptly puts it, "they are all late calls, these novels~,,5 JlA:oreover,

they are all people who have successfully established themselves in

society, and this is one of the reasons for the greater effect of their

subsequent failure and breakdo\7n.

Bernarc_ Sands is ~N"ilson's first fully drawn character and there

has been much controversy about Wilson's success in this initial attempt.

Frederick Karl in his essay, "A Question of Morality: Angus Wilson",

says:

• • • Wilson tried to convey the inner experiences of an
ageing novelist whose work had been acclaimed • • • but probes
none of lth~l momentous changes in Sands, and the ageing novelistl"',
despite the long comments about him b,y the author and other char
acters, remains shadowy and unexplained. 6

What Wilson lacks, in Karl's opinion, is the insight into inner human

motives necessary for him to analyse from within. Ian Scott-Kilvert

sees Bernard Sands sinWly as the embodiment of Wilson's own distaste

for, ancl realisation of the unfitness 0:1:', the liberal intellectual who

cannot make his ideals effective and. who has lapsed into 'moral inertia t .7

Still more Yehement comments come from A. O. J. Cockshut who considers

-----~---------------------_._---

5Authur Edelstein, "Angus Wilson: The rrerritory Behindtl , in
Contemporary British Kovelists, p. 144.
'oO ..",..-..:.J = ----

6Frederick R. Karl, A Reader's Guide to th~ Contempora~
English Novel, p. 245.

7Ian Scott-Kilvert, "Angus Wilson", in Review of English
Literature, I (April, 1960), p. 47.
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both Bernard Sands and Gerald Middleton (the protagonist of An~o

Saxon A!titudes) as Wilson's favoured sons who stride through the

stories with the accompaniment of their authorfs obvious admiration.

Cockshut's main arb~ment is that Wilson has deliberately construoted

both novels so that his otherwise blameworthy heroes escape the severe

moral sorutiny that most of his other charaoters must go through. In

short 9 Wilson has failed to achieve the objectivity that is required

of any successful artist. Cockshut also concludes, from the vindication

of Sands in spite of his weab1ess and failing, that Wilson is trying

to glorify a cause, namely humanism, that is definitely dying.S

Undoubtedly~ humanism and its related problems are important issues

for this and other novels of Wilson -= but it would be a serious mistal<:e

to consid_er all the principal cha.racters as symbolisation of humanism

and its fate.

To be exaot 9 He~~+ook_and After is the StOl~ of two breakdowns,

the first victim being Sands f wife, Ella. She has already experienoed

a nerVOUS breakdmvn when the novel begins and is seen fighting against

the strange fears that constantly threaten her sanity. Bernard is

orisis comes much later in the novel and, his fears being more explicit,

Wilson is able to describe and analyse the gradl1al stages of his anguish

in greater detail. Ellafs crisis, in medical terms, is over but she

is still a lonely person unable to share her strange visions -- whioh

are again the products of a rather sophisticated perversely imaginative

8A• O. J. Cookshut, IIFavolU'ed Sons; The Moral 1Norld of Angus
Wilso:ntf

; Essgr~__in CT=hticisln, IX, 1959, pp. 50~51.
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mind -- with ffi1Yone.

The cause of her neurosis is never clearly explained but she

is frequently haunted by bleak and desolate scenes of ice? waste and

~

water - a kind of waste~land effect that leaves her with a strange

inability to communicate with the world around her. At her daughter-

in-Iaw's party she suddenly drifts into one of these str~~~e visions

while speaking to another woman and tries vainly to carryon the conver-

sation. But this compulsive symbolic foreboding of evil has a firmer

grip on her and all she can muster are vague, fascinating phrases like:

livery, very deep waters ll and Itarches • like the vaults of the cave~1l9

She can hardly control her bi zarre fancies and her words gush t encouraged

by lYlrS Rankine I s sympathetic audience:

What about the noise of the water washing against o(;he sides
of the caves? •.0 • Did you drop a stone into "(;11e water. The

. ripples must stretch endlessly.IO

The words, one notices, "are not entirely incoherent and often echo

similar passages in Virginia Woolf -- a similarity Wilson was well aware

of and had noted in the book itself. II But more interesting is the

fact that the same words which would have siGllified a world of true,

deep sensibility in a novel by Virginia Woolf, here express the disin-

tegrated vision of a neurotic woman. In the world Wilson is depicting,

where Sonia Sands directs life with a 'neo-Victorian discipline' --

--,--------,----------'------------
9Wilson, Hemlock and After, p. 30.

10Ibl'd. 30--- ,p. .

IIMrs Rankine to whom Ella speaks, "was a great reader of Virginia
Woolf, and she saw the conversation as an important interchange by two
women on a significant level. it Ibi1.., p. 30.
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this is a failure in communication and I,Krs Rankine find_s "her inter-

esting feminine contact a failure. 1I12

Ella I S p:l'oblems in communication and her sense of isolation

bear obvious resemblance to those in Wilson's life: "In all quarters,

with the community, in love. I found an impossibility of communi-

catiOl'l .11
13 But for Ella her horrors never relate to any despairing

fe8,r that she might never regain her s~inity. In fact her constant

effects are to remain as nOJ.'mal as she can and not even for a moment

does she doulyt her basic sanity. Wilson I s intended message is that

a person who would rathaI' believe in herself and her sanity than

succumb to despair still has the chance to recover. Therefore, in

her better days she is Seen working or gardening, trying to return to

the normal routine of life.

In Wilsonts view gardening is an important symbol in his novels,

of refuge, of an engagement that by its very nature allows for the

release of tensions caused by every-day life. He looks upon it as

an occupational therapy for a nerVoU>.1 mind_, like any other constructive

work. Tirelessly lUla strives to regain normality and her mind is

always engaged in organising into meaningfUl patterns her otherwise

disintegrated world. This is something Bernard is unable to do: face

to face with parallel problems in his life he cannot make an effort

like Ella to sort things out. Both of them discover that the right

12Ibid ., p. 31.

13Wilson, ~\Y.i:ld G~'den, p. 21.
/
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Inoral order in their respective worlds is out of balance but while

Bernard only sinks into deeper despair, Ella gropes her way through

her nightmarish visions. She keeps thinking that:

• • . the d.angers were not really for her but for all around
her ••• She sometimes thought that it was her selfishness that
had made her cloak her evil in these concrete fo~r-~ and
ice.Lr[italics min~7

J~lla IS fight is against the eVil, whereas the rest of the people

around her choose not to notice its threats. It is here that the

important question of moral resl)onsibility COmeE-l in. In "IPresh Air

Fiend", we should recall Miranda Searle feels that the gardener is in

" a god-like position of judgement, deciding upon what should live and

what should be cast into outer darkness, delivering moral judgement

and analogies. 1I15 And we compare this with the conversation between

Ella and Bernard where shA says she feels cornmitted even to the sick

live. But she judges the weeds differently which in her world stop

the right things from growing.- Bernard is not so sure whether to

preserve life by making an honest effort or to push it on its way to

the rubbish heap now that he has seen disasters in life that make him

afraid of living. Ella's choice, on the other hand, is a moral one:

she excludes SOlJ1e~hingi entirely and. commits herself to one purpose.

Cockshut has argl1.ed • ~~ that Ella is restored. to life

by the saving goodness in Bernard's character which has a prevailing

---------~--

15Wilson, The Wrong Se~r p. 3.
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influenoe upon the rest even after his death. He feels that it was

Wilson's aim to uphold Bernard as the Sooratic figure, the beneficial

effect of whose personality remains even when he is gone. But Ella's

recovery and her self-assertion for the right moral cause is not a

gift from Bernard's spirit, as Cockshut tries to impute. Ella had

always made the effort to take the right decisions and her husband's

breakdown had given her the oppor-~unity-to assume a responsibility, to

be concerned about someone, so that she gradually feels confident

enough to take the necessary action agains t Mrs Curry. On the other

ha:r:d Tle:pnard cannot, as his friend Charles 1,furley points out to him, on some

nccas~ons ~xercise his authority. His assumed role as an anarchic

humanist millces it difficult for him to take up moral issues.

The central pa'ttern for the breakdown of Wil son's protagonists

involves the shattering of 'what he calls the 'cosy warmth' of an indi-

vidual's personal prejudices leavil~p-: him to encounter aotual reali'l;ios.

In Bernard's case the 'cosy warmth' is his respectable career 'as a

novelist and his utopian ideas about a Writer's Home. At the beginning

of the novel he is busy with this project and has little conoern about

his wife's mental state or his family relationships. There is a

certain smugness about his situation, comparable to those of l'lleg Eliot

and Gerald Mid(lle'~on, that asks fo1" re"tl'ibution. In addition, he has

developed homosexual relations, information that comes to the reader

early in the novel when Elizabeth (Bernard's daughter) accuses him of

this. Although the situation comes :1;0 him as a great shock Bernard

tries to defend his innocence by telling Elizabeth:

Harm to others is after all implicit in most decisions we
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take~ and has to be weighed up when taking them. In this case,
I thought. that apart from prejudice, and that I'd already decided
not to consider, the dangers to my family were not as great as
the in~ortance of my new life to me. A selfis~ but to me a
n$ci'ss§.riL_9:.~.cision.16 [ItaliCS min~7 ~-~ .

For him his explanation might conform to his liberal views, but he

fails to see that in relation to his daughter, it can only be a

theor-etical one at bes·t. Thus instead of turning out to be an encounter

resulting in understanding after all those years of 'failed contact

and resentment t the meeting fails because Bernard t s myopic vieY" of

humanism does not allow him to see the situation in'peradhal context.

The Sffine attitude in his relationship with Terence and Eric,

his homosexual friends, results in disaster and this for him is even

harder to bear than misun<lerstandings in his own family. Nevertheless,

his role as a benefactor and his tone of superior maralising is resented

by both his friends and after this rejection by his family and his homo-

sexual partners, Bernard is faced with the third and major shock in

his life. If he is not really a hypocrite Bernard is guilty of self-

deception and he realises this on an evening at Leicester Square when

he experiences a peculiar 'sadistio thrill watching the police hound.

another homosexual. His horror and bitterness at this realisation

stun him for a while •

• • • it was neither compassion nor fear that had frozen
Bernard. He could only remember the intense, the violent excite
ment that he had felt ••• the tension with which he had watched
for the disintegration of a once confident human being. ITe had
been read.y to join the hounds in the kill then.I7

lC\nlson, Hemlock and After, p. 58.

17~., p. 107.
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In a much later part of the novel, after the Vardon Hall

episode, when Bernard like Ella is left fco~muning' with himself,

he tries again to a~alyse his real atti tud.s towards Eric and rrerel1ce.

Just as he h8.(l tried to builcl up a false comrade:Jhip with his children,

wishing to be helpful but nevel' affectionate, so also with l!is 'lovers t

his candour was really another name for his secret sadism. He can

recall his secret delight in exposing Er;i.c's ignorance and. Terence's

vulgari ty ..- and their embarassed faces merge in his guilt-laden

vision with the face of the man in Leicester Square.

Bernard Sands' hell is a more frightening plaoe than Ella's

'Nasta land: Ella does not always realise the nature of her own predica

ment, but for a man like Bernard self-recognition comes rather late

but wi tIl BU.eh a Budden clarity that it leaves no room for doubts. If

he had been 0, person less mvare of the complexities of the human mind_,

if his convictions had been less sincere and if he had not been the

creative artist he W8.S, his perception of the truth might have been

less destructive in his life. But he has always claimed to have been

all these and more, and. had. also been extremely analytical about every

one around him. Yet he has avoided a self-scrutiny, until the end,

perhaps because he haS been aw-are of his own VUlnerability. Ella,

a contrast to him in so many ways, proves a greater' fighter in this

respect: - 'f? h e has never surrendered her will to the forces of life

and, unlike Bernard, she has been exploring ceaselessly within herself.

However, the encounter with Elizabeth, Terence's refusal to

live with him and the incident at Leicester Square have a cumulative
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effect in Bernard's life as so many failures, and his sense of gUilt

become so pervasive that finally at the opening of Vardon Hall he can

speak only· about the failure of humanism. His audience is perplexed

by his statements about secret motivations behind a benevolpnt atti-

tude, his references to hypocrisy, crueltY,deception and ethics.

Bernard's sense of guilt is so enormous that he cannot really go through

a more in~ard and personal self-examination. His attempts at self-

analysis, just before the Vardon naIl scene, have left him with an

atrophied will. TIe has resigned himself to the belief that he must

now expect retribution for his conduct for being a coward, a hypocrite

and a sadist. In his insecurity Bernard resigns himself to despondency,

and although he knows theoretically lI a little positive affirmation, a

few decisive actionslll8 would rescue him, he exerts himself only in

one thing: self-torture. Wilson adcis violence to the alread.,v sord.id

situation by making Bernard watch a weasel suck the brains out of a

quivering rabbit only to see in tJ,ris his own emotional tumult.

Cockshut's argument that Wilson creates a new kind of martyrdom

is not wholly justified. Bernard is not the phoenix figure thatCockshut

makes him out to be. Wilson sees him, after Bernard's en-

counter with Hubert Rose, as a man exhausted of his ,,->/ill power, II a

sick old wrec~1 rather than a resurrected and revitalized person.19

As in IIRaspberry Jamll this breaking dovm of preserved innocence, this

sort of exposure of a person who was not really 'evil'~is a situation

18Ibid ., p ... 188.

1 a ~

.L7Ibiil., p. 210.
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that asks for sympathy rather than admiration of a heroic-tragic figure.

C. :B. Cox in his essay \lAngus Wilson: Studies in Depression"

considers the author's final attitude to be ambiguous in~

![ter. Referring to Ella's last words:

. . .
which one
• • • me,

doing doesn't last, even if one knows what one's doing,
usually doesn't. But Bernard was something to people
for example -- and that has its effect in life. 20

Cox thinks that if Ella's view, an emotional one, is taken for Wilson's,

then Bernard was wrong to suspect his ovm motives. But then the

intellectual progression of the novel is towards Bernard's self=reali-

sation. Cox's view is that in this first novel, a brilliant and experi-

mental one, Wilson is trying' to clarif~r his o'wn conception of humanism.

Bernard's final effort to redeem himself is his meeting with

Hubert Rose, and there, for once, Bernard is not moralising for its

own sake as he had done with Eric or Terence or Elizabeth. For the

first time perhq,ps, Bernard is genuinely concerned about a person f S

welfare. Commenting on Hubert's statement that tl if he lBern'ar~7 was

'~o claim Eric from the net, he nmst release the other rabbit first,"

Cockshut argues that the "net here is the possessiveness of Eric's

mother, and. the other rabbit is Elnie Black, herself." 2l But Bernard

is not r:laking any discrimination about the two similar 8i tuations --

in fact he has already written the letter to Eric, setting him free

from his influence, before he visits Hubert Rose.

In the light of Bernardts character Wilson's O\Vl1 verdict on

-,--------
20Ibid ., p. 246.

21Cockshut, I1Angus Wilson", p. 57.
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the novel seems to me a very valid one, that in writing this novel

he had realis·ed. ~

At the depths of this chasm between the liberal intention
in personal relationship and its actual failure ••• the existence
side by side of constant intellectual self-inauiry and emotional

~ . 22 ~

blindness.

With the hero of ~!Q;.o-Sa.xon Attitudes., Gerald I:liddleton,

.Wilson begins ~ith a personality who bears a striking resemblance to

Bernard Sands; in fact the continuity of spirit and tone is so marked

it can hardly be missed. It is rather surprising that Arthur Edelstein

who d.etects the same note of waste and depression in the protagonists

of AllfQ..~'7.'~~on At·~itudes , Th~ lE~~~...2~UJlr~, and Late Call,

should fail to notice the same in Wilson's first novel. 23

The theme begun with the first novel could not receive a full

treatment in Bernard Sands· t character and so in the second novel Wilson

feels he had tried to "prepare the crisis more fully to show it as the

resul t of a life· pattern." 24

The novel opens with a rather startling statement about the hero,

II Gerald. Middleton was a man of mildly but persistently depressing tem

perament. ,,25 The chapters that follow tell us more and more about his

d.epression. In spite of his public success and his position as Professor

Emeritus of medieval history, Gerald has much in common with the private

---------------------
22'iiilson, 'l\~l.~. Garden, p. 43.

23Arthur Edelstein in ltAngus Wilson: 'llhe rrerri tory ~13ehin(P',
Q.optenrp02::Ft.IY !!_ritish l"ovelists_.
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failures of Bernard Sands; like him he has failed as a husband,

lover and father and like Bernard in the fjrst part of the novel,

Gerald also tries to cope with his defeats by evasion. But because

~gl~~~~Attitudes is the work of a novelist who has improved

upon his techniques and has overcome the limitations of his first

novel, the predicaments Gerald faces seem more real than those Bernard

faced.(An~lo-Sa~~lj~Y~.~appeared in 1956, a year after Wilson's

resignation from the British Museum. Wilson feels that the superiority

of this novel i(-I largely due to the 'fact that haVing given up his full-

time jog he was able to pay greater attention to the writing of the

26novel. ) F'or one thing, Gerald is placed in the midst of a large

crowd, ranging from lavatory-attendants to ex-suffragate ladies and

universi ty professors and stretching back in histoIy to the mysterious

seventh-century bishop, Eorpwald. The span in time as well as the

variegated nature of characters crowded into it, gives the novel

a great vitality. The strength of the novel lies in the fact that

most of these diverse characters are vitally linked with the hero's

problem. As a result the problem achieves a kind of concrete dramatic

quali ty' that is more than, say, the abstract, psychological-spiritual

unease of Bernard Sands. '110 resolve Middleton's dilemmayWilson makes

a fine use of the pastiche technique. He introduces something of the

detective novel into Book II and sends the hero out to piece together

the .mystery surrounding Melpham and in the process brings together

all the significant and insignificant characters.

--,------------------ ,-------------_.,------
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Middleton's depressions lead him into a persistent mood of

withdrawal and evasion. The first few pages of the novel give us

signit:iccint insight into his per'sonali ty without revealing the root

cause of his suffering. (This, as I will point out shortly, is

revea.led onl,y at a later stage in the novel -- a technique by which

Wilson is a.ble to maintain the sUf;pefW([~.) Middleton, we learn, is sepa

rated from his Scandinavian wife, Ingeborg, and her invitation to the

family Christmas gathering meets with deep resentment from him, because

he is reluctant to meet the family, with whom he has no affectionate

bonds. His children, like Bernard's,luwe lost all contacts with him

and his mild attempts to reach for them are stopped midway by their

cold, hard attitude. ApparAntly this has not concernAd him so deeply

in the earlier years, as it does now, when in his late middle-a;g8 his

sense of loss is so great that he only wishes to evade these issues.

That the unfortunate relationship with his family is not the

main problem in Gerald's life becomes clear very early in the novel.

During the course of a single morning several people, historians, 8ch018.1's •

and writers approach middleton for information on the llelpham excavations,

about which he is the only person to have a.l10T first-hand experience.

The excavations which had. taken place some forty years prior to this

date, had revealed the presence of a pagan fertility symbol in the tomb

of Bishop Eorpwald. This discovery, for which the late Lionel Stokesa,y,

Geraldts teacher, was primarily responsible, had significantly altered

the study of early medieval church history. To the reader's amazement

Gerald refuses to answer the questions and. his reaction mounts from
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direct dismissal, to ir1'1 tation, anger anct disgust. There is no

doubt that his past is his sore spot:

• .c 0 Dollie and lirelpham! The two forbidden subjects of his
thoughts, the constffi1t underlying preoccupation of his depression.27

Ndddleton's relationship with Dollie becomes clearer because in the

same page, he remembers her as the "only really happy passion of his

life,1I whom he had lost through his ovm ineptitude and cowardice. But

in Mid_dleton I s memory, Dollie is also inevi ta,bly associated with her

husband, his friend Gilbert, \vho died in the war, a person Middleton

would rather forget.

Fivasive about personal issues, Middleton at sixty-·four wishes

to retire totally from academic activities, for which he has no regard.

If the historian t s profession means a quest for the truth ,"who 1Nas he,

to dabble in truth-telling vfhen he had_ evaded the tru·th, past and pres

ent, for most of his 1ife?1I 28

The mysterious shadow of guil t surroundj.ng MidcUeton'is gradually

disclosed to the reader at the family gathering. The larger part of

Book I constitutes this gradual d_evelopment of Middleton IS personality -

from a broken-do,Vl1, guilt-ridden and despondent man, to a person who

learns to accept the challenge of life, to act honestly even if it

hurts others. With the use of flash-black and word-echoes Wilson suc-

ceeds in moving Gerald's mind, and the reader's attention, back and

forth between the past and the presen·t,relating the semi-conscious and

the deliberately forgotten incidents of his life to make a coherent

--~----_._---------

27wilson, Anglo-S~on Attitudes, p. 7.

28~cl.., p. 9.
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pattern.

At the family gathering, Middleton realises once more he is

an alien in this world of his wife and children -- they have no

love for him and he has little interest in their lives.

• • • the failure of his family life added to his preoccupation
with his professional death and closed him around in a dense fog
of self'-disb'Ust. It seemed to him that his whole life had grown
pale and futile because it was rooted in evasion. 29

Unlike Bernarcl, Gerald is not prepared to give up the spiritual

battle as he had given up his family and career. His is a more complex

8i tuation and O,S Halio comments';" many intertwining strands of the 'tor-

tured web' of his depression and despair must be unravelled and then

tested each separately, before he is completely free.,,30

Gerald's self-analysis however goes on in a reverie, and in

this state he debates with himself, searches through the past, identi-

fies his mistakes, sinks into self-pity and then finally rises up a

restored man. He goes back in memory to his meeting 'with Professor

Stokesay in 1938, when he had resented the historian's political activ-

ities. He had vainly tried to dissuade him and the meeting had resulted

in his loss of faith in a man and a profession for which he had the

highest regard. This in turD leads to memories of his relation with

Dollie and her ]~efusal to marry him after Gilbert's death. Middleton

had then married Ingeborg, the attractive and exotic girl in whom he

thought he would find the com~fort and peace he was seeking. But his

29Ibid., p. 108.

30Jay 1,. Halio, Angus Wilsop., p. 42.
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marriage had proved to be the greatest disaster, mainly because of

Ingeborg's inordinate sentimentality~whichhad become distasteful

to him,and also because he had met Dollie again. He had not been

prepared to give up his family for Dollie and therefore had to lead

a kind of double life between them. But Dollie had soon become

exasperated with playing the part of a family friend because it hurt

her self-respect and when she had finally broken her relationship with

Middleton, it had proved to be an end to all his chances of happiness.

Beoause, on going back to his family, he had found that in "~he interim

his wife had taken over the family and monopolised the love of their

ohildren, who sympathised and identified with her eocentricities more read~

ily than they tried to understand his sensibili"ty. Middleton remembers

how his wife had caused a burn ffi1d permanent damage to their daughter's

hand and how he had failed to exert himself, laden as he was with bis

own guilt a.nd self-pity, to probe into the matter, thus neglecting his

duties as a father. He was afraid of hurting either Inge or his daugh-

ter Kay by referring to the incident and had chosen not to interfere.

On the other side he had deluded himself into believing that his love

for Donie was subsidiary to his duties to the family and yet, unable

to live with this deception, be could not aot responsibly in relation

to his family- Sslf-deception, in this case again as in the other novels,

calls for retribution ,the result being his increasing depression and

total lack of interest in life. But this state .of self-pity does not

endure long, particularly after the Christmas gathering.

Halio analyses the situation vel~ well by pointing out that
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the guilt that motivates his actions, his deceptions, "is a funotion

of the same mental attribute that in other ways is unusuaJ.ly peroeptive.,,3l

The fraud in his own life, which he has proteoted so far from

exposition, to hilnself, because he has feared the anguish it would cause

him, gives him an insight into the historical frauq., the knowledge of

which he has mutely carried until this point in the novel. He argues

with himself about what the revelation of truth or untruth for the

two words have become almost interchangeable in his world -- would

mean in the context of history. His lack of confidence is evident

because he cannot rely on his past convictions that Gilbert Stokesay

had told. him the truth.Iielapsing into his memories he sees the drunk
-- ?

hysterica.l, cynical Gilbert Stokesay revealing to him that he had delib-

erately put the pagan. idol into the bishop's tomb as a kind of "manwoth

practical joke 11 on his father. 32 For a while Gerald had. been convinced

but then he had heard Gilbert's tirades against his father too often

and his change of attitude later when he was sober, prevented Gerald

from takin~ it as anythin~ but a brilliant fabrication. But at this

point in the story, Gerald. is prepared to believe that even Stokesay

might hav0 shut his eyes against this deception; his overwhelming love

for his son, particularly after Gilbert's death in the war, makes him

all the more suspect in Gerald's eyese

Waking up from his reverie Middleton is left with the reality

(if not the 'truth ' ) of things in life, Inge's comment at the end of

---------,--- ___B _

31~., p. 44.

32Wilson, Anglo~Saxon Attit~~~~, p. 165.
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JI VIe have been talking about truth. But· you

are the one 'who can tell us •••• You know all about the truth, don't

you, Gerald. 1i

Gerald's knowledge of the tl~tb. is not, however/related to

his recognition of the truth or at least this had not been so till the

last section of Book I. Because Gerald, like Bernard, has been painfully

aware of the actual situation in his life, and like Bernard, he too has

shirked his moral responsibili ty. But 'unlike Sands, Gerald, the author

indicates, had gone through II a life riddled with scrupulosity and weighed

d .. tt 33_0C1S1ons. Or in other words, like Ella Gerald had tried to sort

out the right and the wrong in his world but instead of taking a firm

decision to ac't towards the truth he had decided to evade the issue.

His neul"osis does not manifest itself so obViously as Ella's, but he goes

through a state 9f persistent depression because he cannot live at peace

with his own deceptions. In his professional life, he had waited too

long, out of rational (Gilbert was drunk and could not be trusted), sen-

timental (because he cared for Stokesay's and DOllie's reputation) and

practical (the lack of sufficient eVidence) considerations before he

exercir~ed his proper authority. In personal life, his insincerity in

love and his lack of ooncern about his family, are born of similar

indecision. lIe hesitates to do, what seems to be right to him only because

he is not prepared to face the c~nsequences of any decisive action.

33Ibid ., p. 164.
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His recherche through his ovm crisis proves to him that he can

survive the anguish that he had all along feared and this process of

self-deception, self-revelation and self-pity does not end in his case

by surrendering to a mental and physical death like Bernard~ MiddletonJs

vision, as he comes out of his reverie, is strongly optimistic and he

is once more prepared to t8~e up the life of action that he has long

forsaken.

Book II describes the exact nature of his activities, his investi

gations about the l~Ielpham excavations until he is convinced that Stokesay

and his associate Heginald Partway had known about the fra.ud but did

not have the courage to make it known publicly. This COl1lro as a shock to

Gerald and his respect for his late teacher is vastly reduced. In his

personal life he receives another blow when Dollie refuses to renew

their friendship -- but Gerald survives these succeeding shocks by learn

ing to accept them as a part of life. fllhe last few pages of the novel ')

however, do not leave the strong impression that the end of Book I carries.

Book I began with the self-recriminations of lI a family man who had neither.

the courage to walk out of the marriage he hated nor the resolution to

sustain the role of father decently. An ex-professor ••• who has not

fulfilled the scholarly promise of studies, 1.'Those general value he now

doubted • • A sixty....year old failure, in fact and of that the most

boring kind, a failure with a conscienc€')o,,34

And it ends with this affirmative note in his own voice:

34Ibicl., p. 5·
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So that, he thought, was the whole of it. Suspioions encendered

by the words of a drunkard and the actions of a hysterioal woman.
He had never dared to confront Gilbert vIi th his '>'!ords again n.or
face Inge with his suspicions about Kay's hand. And from these
slender foundations it seemed he had woven a great web of depression
and despair to convince himself that his chosen study of history
was a lie and the family life he had made a deception. ~~en if
these suspicions had proved true -- and he had oarefully let them
J.ie in the hinterland of his mind unHl it was too late to test
them -- what then? An odd freak of !rIglo-Saxon history was faked.
What d_id that matter to the general study of the subject? An hys
terical, urJ1appy woman had been guilty of an act of cruelty to a
small child. It had not macle the ad.oration of the girl and young
woman for her mother any less. It seemed to him suddenly as though
he had come out of a dark narro·w· tunnel, where movement was cramped
to a feeble crawl, into the broa.d daylight where he could once more
walk or run if he chose. 35

The comparative suocess of Book I proves partially that Wilson is still

not as skillful with the large form of the novels; had it been a short

story with~0Ioose ends to l)e tied in Book II it 'ivould have been more

successful stylistically.

Of the three protagonists who objectify the nervous crisis in

Wilson's own lif/?, Bernard does not su:cvive the overwhelming shock of

encountering reality, while Gerald Middleton's realisation comes to

him over long years of suffering, which ends the da~ he is prepared

to aocept life at its own terms. But Meg Eliot in The Mi.cidle .!Y3.::....2.f.

!Jr~_~iot faoes the revival of an earlier trauma simultaneously with

the harral' of facing life alone as a widow, and yet, says Wilson, "by

her honesty and toughness {She i~7 able to resume life in the world on

36
a level of self-knowledge. 1I

The earlier trauma in Meg Eliotts life involves an insecurity

pp.183-184.
-.1'"

JUWilson, The Wild Ga~, p. 35.
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in the shabby-genteel existence of her mother, constantly threatened

and upset by unexpected accidents. Apart from her natural disgust

for her mother ts tpluck~y' but futile ventures in life, she has also

developed an inexplicable horror of looking forward to anything in life.

The expectations of her early life have almost invariably dwindled into

nothing, leaving her with this fear, and in spite of the material secu-

rity of her married life, she cannot overcome this nervousness.

Her life as Mrs William Eliot has been smooth and unruffled;

her husband's career as a barrister has given her pride and satisfaction,

her interest in art and literature has thrived in the worry-free comforts

of her home, but her n2~ging doubts have always remained with her, under-

lying her contentment. At the opening of the novel lve find her in the

midst of her" sO"ial work, porce.lain, -books, etcetera" which she claims

they werp objects of real absorption. II 37

It is the eve of' their journey to the Par East and simultaneously with

her excited hopes about the journey, her old fear of any kind of travel

returns to her. In the clasp of this neurotic superstition she tries

to tell horse1f that in her new life with Bill whp has nothing to fear.

She recited carefully to herself their personal beatitudes•••
good. heal th~ energy, a [Hoper income, a decent social conscience,
wide interests, hum:)Ur shared • • • and through it all, complete.
happiness together. It was simply 8uperst~timlS fear of hubris that
threatened to grow through such a fabric. 3

But a sense of security built on such a fragile foundation as apparent

domestic stability and happiness is not as reliable as Meg Eliot supposes.

-~.__._--- --------~-------------

37Wi.lson, The Middle-Age of .Mrs Eliot, p. 32.

38Ibid., P. 35.
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Her fears that force her to construct this weak defenses are 80

strong that they continue to over-power her throughout her journey.

On the plane, she finds herself brooding over the question of her

true identity, an identity other than the familiar Mrs William Eliot.

All this self-questioning and foreboding in long stretches of interior

monologues have the:l.r purpose in 'Nilson's story because ~ £2.~ Bill

Eliot is accidentally killed in a foreign airport and Meg's terrors

and premonitions seem to materialize into the greatest misfortune in

her life. The interim between Bill's death and her return to Englp..nd

is spent in Srem Panh with the British consul and his wife. For the

firs't time Meg must now fight her own battle in a '80rld of strangers,

for whom she is only an honestly pitiable creature. It is a painful·

lesson but she learns now that situations have reversed and she is now

in a class with those lonely Widows, Viola, Poll and Jill, persons for

whom she had never felt anything but a tolerant and amused pity.

~:he catastrophe at Srem Panh has brought about dual losses in.

her ·life: she has lost Bill who had recompensed her for everything she

had ever missed in life; and she has lost the financial security that

Bill had 'given' her. The financial loss is revealed to her, when

she arrives· home, bylwI' brothel' })avid and Bill's barrister friend,

Donald. Both these losses bring about a grief that is as insurmountable

as it is crushing. AIl her undefined terrors now take on a nalpable

shape before her: if she had dreaded anything in her mother's life it

was the insecure existence from hotel to hotel and all the unpleasant

memories assooiated with it. nemesis in 1':Ieg JUiot's life seems relent-

less; she offers of financial help trOl;} David
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and. Donald, and having sold all her property, finds herself with no

other place to go but one of those dreary obscure hotels which had

always been to her emblematic of reduced gentility and ugly sordidness.

But Meg's determination remains unshaken; she has discovered, like

other protagonists in Wilson, that tl.!iCtion alone could fight the inrush

of this destructive guilt. ,,39 She knO\'lS that she [j1U8t overcome her fears

by living- through them and she has come. to this dec:/sion rather early

in her crisis, in much the same WajT as Gerald Middleton, during her

waking-d_reams in Srem Panh. AlSO, like Middleton, she is now prepared

to take life on its ovm terms, leaVing behind her old prejudices. ITer

choioe of the hotel life marks her first Victory over her ovm neurosis

and, in a sense, this is comparable to a parallel effort in Wilson's

IJersonal life wheT'e his objective portrayal of his crisis through the

medium oi' these three novels marks the overcomi.ng of his breakdown. Her

:next triumph over herself comes when she decides to maintain friendship

only with the three old fTiends, Viola, Poll and Jill ._-- people she had

called her 'three lame ducks l in her better days. It should be marked

here that the early part of this novel reflects a social circle '."1here

Poll and Jill a:t~e intruders, and this vrorld of cocktail parties in

Wilson's own words also reflects:

••• the hell of the human failure to communicate (a sort of blas
phem0f against life, mocking a communion feast); here the cle.rrnJ.ed
are the social climbers, those wanting to be loved, the unloved
women who push people around.40

-----------------------------------------
39+bid·., p .. 105

40Wilson, ~V:ilcl Garden, p. 53.
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Meg's new allegiance to these unwanted ....:omen, at the same time denotes

her renunciation of the social 'hell < and is, the:refore, another means

for her redemption from her neul'osis. She has analysed her friends D..l':;,d

found them sincerely affectionate in s pi te of their oddities, and to

the new Meg Eliot oddities are no longer objects of sarcasm~ Besides,

in their individual experienoe 01' widowhood, they have all tried to

share and understand Meg's problems. Meg's recognition of this and her.

final ohoioe, essentially a moral one, redeems her from her past er:r·or.

Like Ella's fight against Mrs Curry and 'evil', this is Meg's fight

against her former self and former prejudices whioh she can no 10nger

oondone.

Even if JJleg can oope with the failures in the material world.,

by learning to submit to them, she still finds a vast void in her life
. r

I

which nothing belt Bill's presence could have filled. TIer personal loss,

is more than she had imagined.

All her distress and guilt about their life together had now
fallen away to be replace{i by a sj.mple • • • but continual physical
aohing • ., She wondered at times if she oould. have reconcileo_
herself more easily if the tearing apal't hacl not been so sudden.41

Realising how self-centered her life with Bill had been, demanding and

expecting from him, without FJlowing his true feelings, she is now over-

whelmecl with a guilt that all her positive actions oa.nnot wipe away.

At this point her brother David also goes through the agonizing experi-

ence of watching his closest friend slowly succumb to a painfUl and

cancer. David's letters to Meg are full of resignation anct she

sudd.enly 1'eali8:::8 that she must draw herself away from self-pity and

41Wilson, 'l'he :\':iddle Age of l'~rs Eliot, p. 243
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blame7~nd stand by David. She goes to live with DaviQ in his quiet

country home. In his country home David keeps himself occupied. wi th

gardening,l:toping this act 'gould help him out of his despondency.
,

HoweverJthe reader caD see that, unlike Ella Sands in Hemlock and

After, for David gardening is not a creative and therapeutic act, but

a turning aWa;jT from life. His return to nature is a perversion because

it involves self-deception. He is not capable of the efforts Gerald

or Meg make to know themselves and r/Ieg soon finds his' is a life of

ltvegetable ease," self-repression and above all atrophied will. These

2xe' Dot the ideals she is seeking. The final phase in her life comes

when she leaves DaNid, attaches herself deliberately to a stranger, and

finds a different kind. of succour from new relationships. She d:Lscovers

that she can retrieve her identity in a world of action and involvement

rather than in resignation.

Within the framework of my analysis here, it is possible to con-

side I' the books the:2.matically as a trilo,gy, the central thecne roughly

following the pattern of m.;tterial success, instability, crisis a.nd

attempts at resolving the crisis.

While Bernard fails to achieve any positive eoals, Ella st~ives

and succeeds to some extent, though h01l1 stable her resto:r'ation is W8

al'8 not tolcl. 'l'he stories of Gerald laddleton and lEeg Eliot are very

alike; both demonstrate that readjustments in moral and social values

are still possible awl there is a reaffirmation of their joy and hope

in life at the end of both novels. Gerald tells Clarissa Crane before

he leaves for Mexico, Ilgy motives are pure pleasure. 1l42 He is no longer

42Wilson, Anglo-Saxon AttitUdes, p. 396.
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wavering about his motives and nor is r,~eg Eliot in her last letter to

her brother, which carries the same note of optimism.



IV

MORAL CONCERNS

During the twenty odd years of his career as a fiction writer

Wilson has moved considerably from his initial position as a social

satirist to that of a moralist critic. ~is'early works, the short

stories, are characterised by a vigorous satire and a touch of Dickensian

wit which often gives the initial impression of caricature though serious

undertones are discernible. In 1946, when 'he began writing "Raspberry

Jamll , Wilson wa.s recovering from his nervous crisis. But it appears he

had not qUite lost his childhood habit of caricaturing the oddities of

people; a means by which he had often sought to win love and approval,

and which had failed when he had applied it to his social life, C01180-

quently bringing about his breakdown. During his recovery, however, he

adapted this old habit of mimicry to the principal tools in his new role

of the satirist. Ris stories are thus peopled by interesting caricatures

of men ano women he had known in actual life. This allows him t8 make

important social an(1 ethical statements about their behaviour.

fJ.~his method, however, has its drawbacks and often tends to reduce

all individuals to types. In fact, G. S. Fraser presumes that Ilwhen he

meets a new person he does not so much respond as c1assify him in a very'

elaborate and exact system of mental pigeon-holes; in a sonse he has met

everybody already. til :But habitual as it might seem, this classification

152.
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is based on various,social educational and ethical assessments of the

person involved and is seldom a superficial evaluation.

In II Raspberry ~r amli
, for instance, the vivid, if 81 ightly exageer-

ated portrayal of the village gossips, or the quaintness of the two old

ladies, or the peculiar lonely fantasies of Johl1l1ieJ do not constitute

everything. I would like to point out that even in this first story he

was not merely documenting facts or describing a highly dramatic si tuatio'n

but also trying to create a valid moral pattern out of the situation. 2

This urge to create a moral pattern has grown stronger with

Dilson and he has acknowledged in a radio interview (quoted by John Mander

in ffhe Writer~itm~nt) that he can not understand,

any novel, ~1Y work of art created out of human feelings,
which does not reflect the moral standpoint of the author • • • I
would even go so far as to say that the authors I admire have always
shov'll1 an unconsoious etl1.ic rur.ning through their work which is some
thing other than the conscious ethic which is shown in the novels
themselves.3

In the same interview Wilson also admitted that he beli~ that the

novel is "primarily a moral staternent. ll

In the opening chapter I have mentiuned Wilsonts essay entitled

1l1!;vil in the 1<;ng1is11 Novel il • It is interesting that early in this essay

he makes a definite distinction between right and, wrong, and g00d and

evil _ft. a clistincti9n tl1at was also made by G:caham Greene in ;§.rirhton.

Hock, where Ida, the sensual but medioc:c'8 heroine, talks about :eight and

---------,-
2Al though in T.~e Wild Garden pp. 24-26, he admits that the

pattern, as he saw it ini tiaJ.ly, went through a total change b;'}T the
time the story wa, completed. Instead of looking at the old ladies as
being victimised by a cruel misjudging world, he could no':,r see through
the vulnerability and unnaturalness of the false innocence of the sisters.

3John :Mander, Thl?~..Writer m:.d.Co~i~ment, p. 113.
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wrong while Pinky, the young gangster finds a great magnetism in the

power of pure evil. As novelists, Greene and Wilson have rather different

approaches to their ideas of good and evil but both -- Greene in his

novels and Wilson in this essay -- recognise evil as a pervasive element

in life. Both of them also recognise that since the novel deals 'ld th

real human problems, the threat of evil in human life·· should be a very

significant element in the novel.

As I have mentioned earlier the principal concerns in Wilson's

stories and novels remain basicaJ.~ the same but on closer examination

it becomes clear that there is a definite change in treatment of the

themes· from the early stories to the novels. But in e1 theI' case, 'Hilson

writes in the traditional style which allows him to examine people in

b.::ci'19
the context of society as well asAindividuals in their relationship with

other individuals. There are, of course, the specific types as Halio

points out- "the raffish old sport", lithe widow who copesll
-- yet they

are not as flat as these names might suggest. Whether it is Johnnie in

"Raspberry· Jam", or Trevor in liThe \llfrong Set" or Stella Hennessey in

If Saturnalia" or Rex in tl Hex Imperator" -- their characters operate simul-

taneously in a social as well as moral contex·t. It should be remembered

that Wilson was still painfully conscious of the deceptions in his own

l·i.fe and the experience had considerably affected hi.s outlook of other

men. His criticism is directed mainly against the false fa<tades, the

hypocrisies and self-deceptions of his characters. He tries to emphasise

the deeper moral implications of these attitudes. But in some cases,

in "~a:spberry .tT~"..as I have mentioned, he. hj,mself was .no.tqu,ite certain

of the exact moral idea at the time of writing the particular story.
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He says:

The moral truth of the story was still deep in my unconscious;
the conscious mind was soothed with fact unconsciously rearranged
to propose a more flattering, untrue moral thesis. But the shape
of the narrative defies this falsification. 4 .

He mentions a few other characters, Vi, the night-club pianist in liThe

Wrong SetH, and Peter in "Crazy Cr01Ndll as instances of this lfalsification'.

1:[1he extraordinary variety of people who crowd. Wilson's fictional

world range from the petty criminals, homosexuals and. layabouts to the

betrayed. children of middle-class 'ladies t and 'gentlemen t, and this young

generation is chara.cterised by what Frank Kermode describes as:

• • • an unreasoning though not baseless contempt for their
elders, with their obsolete kind of guilt ••• self-deceived and un
p 1'.1 ncipled, priggishly hating the intellectual a.nd social ideas
that gave a dowdy interest to the lives of their parents.5

This is precisely the situation in l1Such Darling Dodos. l1 Pri scilla anel
'>-~fl'o

Robin, the leftwing intellectuals,had been at the forefront of all social

and political movements in the thirties, but in the forties they are too

outmoded., yet too wrapped in the cocoons of' their own idealism, to realise

the 8i tuation. (rhis is what Wilson has very aptly called. a 'tblinkered

innocence". Priscilla herself had taken refuge in these activities,

whether the Swaraj or the Basque Relief, as so many means to express her

Ildominating sensationll
-- pathos. She feels pathos even towards her

cousin Tony, because in her blinkered vision Tony is pitiable as a homo-

sexual and as a "lonely ageing, snobbish old 6man. 11 In Tony's sophisti-

---------~,-----------

4Ibiq,., p. 26.

5Frank Kermode, Puzzle~ and EPiphanies, p. 193.

6VHlson, 11 Such Darling :Dodos1l
, p. 82.
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cated view Priscilla's society is the land of invincible ignorance

because it is an essentially mediocre narrow university world. This

is the issue apparently seen) but on a second reading it seems th~t

Tony's resentment against F'riscilla and Robin really amounts to a venge-

fu1 hatred. His memories of days spent with these cousins are of hnmili-

-
ation, of a sense of havinG missed something essenti,al, petty jealousies

that now make him determined to hurt them out of their blinkered innocence.

Wilson's criticism he:::-"e is double-edged: he cannot condone Priscilla and

he
Robin's attitude,anct at the same timej\strongly disapproves of Tony and

the younger couple who fail to show any tolerance for an idealism that

they do not share. This indifference and intolerance of the younger gener-

ation for the older is frequently noticed in Wilson's stories and although

C. B. Cox refers 'GO it as Wilson's " arraignement of the new post-war gener

*atiar.', II m10 finds this comment &--;rplicable even in relation to later gener-

ations, rPimothy Itidclleton in :,~~lo-S"§:!9~titucles 3,nd the younger crowd

in No L~~3 l':atter for instance. Eiss Eccles in lIFresh Air FiencP' also

belongs to this class but acquires a certain sinister colonring because

of the enormi.ty of' her callousness. Too presumptuous to see her own

inadequacies, she does not try to understand Kiranda Searle's problems

and only creates an antagonism which finally explod.es into a violent scene

between the two women, that ultimately leaves Professor Searle with a

severe breakdown. ',Hlile Elspeth Eccles decided "i t was her duty to aid

him in fighting the incubus ll and had seen only lithe crabbed irony and

SaUTed ill natured malice ll in his wife, Professor Searle, by contrast,

tried to realise his share in his 'idfe's tragedy, without really inter-

*Cox, The Free Spirit, P. 124-125.
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fer-ing. 1I7 Obviously Elspeth is incapable of making the right c1ecisions

about her moral duties, as Bernard Sands or Gerald Iaddleton are in later

novels.

The scene of physical violence in this story' is a fine instance

of Wilson's use of this particular alienation technique. In stories

like rtRex ImperatoI''' and "Totentanz" scenes of simila.r nature bring about

a climactic effect. In "Rex ImperatoI'll one feels the tension of the

situation mounting gradually until it reaches the point where Rex Palmer

can no longer stand the pressures of his demanding egotism. When he

ra-alises that he can no longer have his dependent relatives under his

control, his frustration is overpowering and he goes into a manic fit 7

hitting his brother and destroying everything around him.

"TotentcJ.l1Z" ends with a series of shocking deaths, all of them

reflecting on the protagonist Isobel Capper's inordinate ambition for

social success. With the help of her friends she gives a macabre party

in which everyone and everything is meant to represent death. After the

party is over throe of Isabel's best friends die unexpectedly; Lacly l~au·ie

is murdered, Professor Cadaver has a fatal accident and Guy Price commits

suicide. '1'he description of the party in itself is gruesome and. it is

evidently meffi1t to indicate the abnormal acts some people are likely to

indulge in -- in this case abnormality becoming synonymous with evil

because Isabel is mostly prompted by her lust for social position and

her vani tjr. Her three friends partially share her guilt with her and

their violent deaths 1which leave Isabel stunned, seem to come a.s a re-

------_._._-----_._------------------
{Wilson,"FreSh Air Fiend ll , pp. 8-9.
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tribution from an unseen force.

Neither of these stories may be said to be the best instance of

Wilson's use of violence as the external manifestation of a transcending

evil and although there are comparable situations in several early short

stories, they still indicate that there j.s a wide discrepancy between

what Wilson really implies and the effect he achieves. Violence in these

stories does not appear to be intrinsically associated with the nature

of evil it is meant to represent m1d remains as an external element in

the story. In the novels, one notices, Wilson has overcome this discrep

ancy and atrocities are now seen essentially associated with the turmoils

within a oharacter.

'lwo incidents in Hemloc~nd f,,£j;er are interesti.ng instances.

The first, at Leicester Square, I have mentioned in some detail earlier,

and it helps to reveal the secret viciousness within Bernard Sands as he

watches with satisfaction the policemen arrest another homosexual. The

terror in the arrested man's :face fills Bernard with a peculiar exitement

and in an instant he recognises this, for the first time, as his innate·

sadism. For the reader, the scene helps to reveal the central issue in

the novel: the question of moral responsibility. Along with Bernard,

the reader is in a p~)si tion to judge wha·t; should have been Bernard's res

ponse to the incident asthQ...liberal humanist that he claims to be.

The next is a brief scene in which Bernard witnesses a weasel suck

the brains out of a quivering rabbit. He tries to make the humanist's

habitual gesture to save the sufferiug animal but fails. To him the

weasel becomes one with his O\'m cruel self and his paederastic tastes.

IUs overpowering cynicism comes into focus more th?.J1 anything else because
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he reflects ironically that the dying rabbit like the victims of his

own sadistic lust is not cause enough to arouse his pity.

In The Middle:-Age of [LTS Eliot Gordon Paget IS decision to destroy

all his pets before his death strikes one as a ghastly and ru~hless act.

For Gordon, however, this is a humw1B decision beQause the animals could

not havef3urvived without his affection, and once again it is the question

of moral responsibility: whether Gordon was exercising his authority or

abusing it by killing the animals. In his conscious effort to avoid

creating the sort of middlebrow art -l;hat is II always sY.reetening everything,

always turning the really significant and vital, fierce and tense and

cC\nflicting things into what is called a resolution"', Wilson has intro

duced. physical and psychological violence in his works. 8

It is often remarked that in Wilson's works the evil and the condem-

nable are often associated with ugliness or physical repulsiveness. A. 0.

J. Cockshut'\i says, 11 Vli 1 son IS fiercest moral condemnations are mingled

with aesthetic and intellectual distaste. 1I9 Cox agrees with this and

comments,

There is a revulsion from the body in all his writing and this
saps his work of full vitality ••• the frequency with which such
details occur suggests a squeamish refinement in TIilson. IO

Grandsan also notices these references to people's vulgarity and crudity.

But it is not difficult to understand why Wilson is equally critical

of a character's coarseness of speech or lack of taste displayed in his

clothes and surroundings, as he is of the morals. For him, these external

8Wi1;Oll, JIfl1he ~rt~;~"-c-a<;)-<-<-Yo-~-r-' l~;;e-;;-i-S~ Your Only Friend", p. 110.

9A. O. J. Cockshut·~ "Favoured Sons: The l.Lol'al WOI'ld of Angus
Wilson"~ p.59•.

10Cox , The Free Spiri:~, p. 117.
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niceties or the lack of them are intimately related to a person's taste

as well as his mora.ls. Wilson's humanism does not make him a blind

admirer of humanity as Rabinovitz has pointed out ~ "his disgust gro\'1s

out of the fragments of shattered optimism; his thought of what man could

11be leads to his disgust with man now. 1t

Thus the chaos inside the Swindale home reflects the absence of

order and harmony within the sisters' mind. JJatalls of the strange clothes

they wear and their eccentric habits are recounted for the same effect.

SimiJ.arly in "A Story of Historical Interest" repulsive details of sick-

ness serve to increase the reader's repugnance for the sick man who Gven-

tually appears to be a profligate old man. Vulgarity of speech and behav-

iour give even better indications of a person's moral character; for

instance, Arthur, the exconvict in "A Visit in Bad 1J.1astell
, tries to regain

his poise and self-confidence but reveaJ.s himself in tactless statemets

like, II Sorry to have been so long . . . 12Nature f scalI, you know."

Mrs Salad in Anglo-S~.n.Attitudes with her repeated references to lava-

tories, or 1Srs Curry's silly-obscene prattle in Hemlock and After., and the

indecent tone of conversation in Poll'S party in The )ll~dle-Age of Mrs

~, are some of the best instances where the idionl gives an indication

of the m,Jral attitude of the persch 01' persons involved. It may also be

remarked here that these are some of the occasions where Wilson ~akes

good use of his remarkable ear for language. ~ords and language can

betray the real nature of an indiVidual, but social gatherings often bring

llR R b' . t nlh R t' ~ , t Fl ' ~. th J~ I' h.• a lnOV1 Z, 1 e ~ eac HJn 1l.f;-alnS ~cxper1men"t., 1n e !J,;:g 1S
Novel 195~-1960, p. 85.

12.~,. J itAvn .oon, Viai t in Bad Taste", p. 153.



out the secret weaknesses of people even more conspicuously. Thus in

"Saturnalia" the Ne':\, Year I s l!.\re party not only offers a glimpse of the

contemporary social changes but is also effeotive in revealing some

disturbing truths about human nature. There is Stella Hennessey, the

hotel-manageress, in whose life values are strangely muddled. On the

one hand she is a self-sacrifici11g mother, prepared to go through the

ha:;:,clships of her profession only to give .her son a decent schooling. On

the other hand she is a beautiful and sensual woman who feels sexually

attracted towards v8,rious men and cannot really surrender herself to

any of them. But when Bruce Talfourd-Rich approaches her she deceives

herself into believing that he admires her. She reoeives a great shock

when she discovors Bruce fondling Gloria, the waitress, and overhears

them abusing her. She realises her own stupid self-deception and is at

first deeply remorseful wld then in a fit of jealousy and hatred, orders

Gloria to leave the hotel. In spite of her 'grit and determination' Stella

fails because she cannot bring about a happy balance bet\veen her stubborn

olass s110bberies and her secret sensuality. Prompted by her class-conscious-

ness she snubs I.Pom the porter, only to be deceived by Bruce t s sham gal-

lantry and passion. Her realisatioD, however, does not lead to m1Y good;

she appears even worse in her malice against Gloria: "like a baby possessed

by a malevolent devil. 1I13

Je
Bruce, unlike' Stella, is aware of his real purpose: flatters Stella

t\

by fljrting with her in order to gain her favour and soon after to switoh

over to Gloria, whose physical charms are more attractive to him. He

-'
13Wilson, IlSaturnalial!, ~ Wrong Set, p. 77.



is absolutely devoid of any scruples when his own interests are at sake.

He can shift cleverly from cautious flirtation to open vulgarity -- some-

thing Torn the porter, inrPite of the similarity of their motivations,

can never do because of his basic rusticity. Between the two, Bruce is

the greater eVil, because he is one of those flat characters like Mrs

Curry ~ho seem to be committed to evil.

His wife Claire is equally unscrupulous and as a social climber

she seeks glamour and excitementJunconcerned with how it is gainecl.

When Torn the porter approaches her, she encourages his advances "belling

herself:

After all there was nothing socially wrong about Lady ChatterllJY
or Potipher-? s wife, so vlhy not?14

In Torn t s company she experiences a peculiar self-realisation:

Breaking through the layers of social snobbery and imitated sO"Dhisti~

cation, dissipating even the thick clouds of self-pity which had
covered her for so many- years, physical desires began to a~ake in
Claire. 15

But the awakening is transient and at the end of the sto~J she is once

again fooled by her husband to believe that they can still restore their

lost marriage. She has been in the clutches of self-deception-. too long

to realise how futile the attempt is. Affecting and cultivating a fashionable

appearance she actually convinces herself that she might, after all, en-

courage a person like Tom,following Lady Chatterley's instance~ Even at

this point, it is the question of status that she is more concerned with

than the ethical considerations. As in the case of Stella, values in

14Tbii!.., p. 76.

15Tb "d_.2:...,;.., p. 16.



made on that score.

When Stephanie, who comes from a more

Clairets world are also peculiarly confused. Claire is 'unnatural'

because she h8:8 deliberately suppressed her normal sexual desires;

Bertha the bandy-legged kitchen maicl is unnatural and evil because years

of unfulfilled desires have made her into a fib~re of undisguised lewd-

ness. She is so repulsive that the young student whom she forcibly

seduces is lii~,:)I-ally sick after the incident. It is not qUi te clear in

this story which of the two evils disturps Wilson more deeply: the shrewd,

deceptive, disguised evil af the pseudo-sophisticated class or the more

open, U11cOlwerned immorality in the lower classes. But it becomes in-

creasingly eVident, on an analysis of other stories and some of the novels,

that Wilson is more critical of evils of a cerebral nature~ vanity, affec-

tation, deliberate self-deception rather than evils of a passional nature

such as Bertha indulges in.

Thus in stories like IIChristmas ])ay in the workhouse", II A Visit

in Bad Taste", and nEt Dona Ferentes", the subsidiary issues like- les-

bianism, ch ild molestation, and homo sexual i t:T, although they are related

to the main characters, are over-looked. Rather, Wilson's moral criticism

the
is 0_irected pointedly against"snobberies and false facades of the middle

class. In the first of thesE! stories Thea I s :physical attraction,' for

her c~vorkeT Stephanie is clearly indicated, but no moral judgement is

In stead Thea's pretentions about herself and the
u

'right class', particularly her notion that tlnothing in her education

had ever allowed her to bridge the gap between the material and the

tl hIt·· d 16cultural is s arp y sa 1r1S8 •

-------_.------~._---------

lh
-~Wi1son, iiChristuas Day in the Workhouse ll

, Such Darling Donos,
p. 130.
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respectable social background, turns do,vn her friendship, Thea seems to

recognise her own posl tion, but like Stelle_ in 11 Saturnalia", can retal:itd;e

only with bitterness. In "A Visit in Bad Taste ll
, the brother who is

an ex"-convict and a child molestor is not portrayed sympathetically and

yet his crime is not the real target for Wilson's condemnation. Wilson

is more intent upon exposing the hypocrisies and_ petty selfishness (of

the siste~, in this case) that can intervene between, and destroytre

lationships even within the same family. I do not wish to imply that

Wilson condones sexual aberrations anyvvhere but that he is relatively

more disgusted with moral failures that concern a person's -JUdgement

and_ sensibil i ty •

In a few other situations one also notices a peculiar ambivalence

in Wilson's moral standpoint -- an ambivalence that may well be related

to the convictions and experiences of his A.ar;);y life. Instead of indig

nation one senses a peculiar pathos in his treatment of some of these

characters and although he is still as unrelenting in unmasking hypocri

sies he does not reject these people as heing totally vicious. I feel

that this owes both to his earlier belief in the values of liberal hUffiGuism

and to his sympathetic memories of such people in actual life. 'llhus he

seems to be really justifying a raffish character like Maurice in ItWhat

Do HippO":;; :BatH by impressing upon the reader the fact that although

Maurice has lost much of his moral integrity along with his economic

stability, he is still at heart a gentleman -- "old and tired now, but

u:nmistakably a gentlemrm for all the doubtful shifts into which life

had forced him. 1I17 In ordel~ to preserve this image for himself, and for

l7Wilson, "What Do Hippos Eat", Such ])arlil1p.: Dodos, p. 176.
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the world, Maurice resorts to deceptions -- for him they are wishful

reveries in which the unreal becomes authentic,and for others they

are false anecd.otes of a colourful past. He is an ir.curable se1f-

deceiver but the worst effects of this side of his nature come _ out in

his deception and exploitation of his companion Greta. And yet Wilson

seems to persuade the reader to sympathise with Maurice for having

1113. certain hard core of' determination to survive il even when his life is

hopelessly full of lI anxiety, imaginecl grandeur and sticky sentiment. lIl8

Wilson's admiration for this kind of 'pluck' seriously d.isturbs the moral

balance and emphasis of the story. Greta, on the,other hand, in spite

of being the victim of this sycophant, is not spared by Wilson and is

represented as a vain woman, aspiring to associate with the fright class!.

This equivocal approach becomes a serious threat to Wilson 1 s intention

of conveying a sense of transcE.\l1ding evil and, contrary to his ovm aims,

softens the impression of evil. Thus in the last scene of the story

when Maurice attempts to throw Greta into the hippopotamus pool, ~ilson

as the sympathetic author has to intervene and p.revent lllaurice from such

a criminal act, only to have him conform to his earlier image of the

gentleman.

But there are again other instances where Wilson's criticism

takes the form of an inexplicabl;y- relentless retributive force issuing

from somewhere outside the story's immediate content, almost as a symbolic

form of evil itself. rrhere is little in the relevant aberrations or fai1-

ures to suggest the presence of such a force Which, nevertheless, is
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significantly felt in a story like 'tll'otentanz". Isobel Capper, conscious

of her intellectual superiority over the rest of the U1{versity residents,

is weary' of the dull backwater quality of the isolated northern univer-

sity. A sudden legacy and her husband's LOlldon appointment give her

the long awaited opportunity to shine in a really sophisticated society.

Arrogent and pretentious, Isobel is also shrevvd and carefully plans heY'

London debut. This constitutes the first part of the tale •, in the

sec~-)nd and cruoial part, whioh begins some six months later, there is a

short scene in which Miss Thurkill, the French teacher, announces to the

Master's wife that strange and decisive clause in Isobel's uncle's will

which requires them to have two statues of the dead relatives in their

. house. The Master's wife, oonvinced of her psychic pO'wers, suddenly feels

aware of an impending evil in Isabel's life -- and they are described

standing "outlined against the grey stormy sky, the Master's v,rife, her

great blaok mackintosh cape billowing out behind like an evil l)at, ;vriss

Thurkill sharp and thin like a bar!dn~ jackal.,,19 li'rom this point on

'evil' becomes the mood of the story even to the point of exaggeration

sometimes as in Professor Cadaver's name and his interest in tombs and

graves. In keeping with this perversion, Isobel' s fr'iencl Guy Rice's

elabora:t;e plans for a Tot;sntanz (literally meaning 'dance macabre' or

'd.eath dance? brine together 'everything morbid and ghastly •• 20 But

somehow this impliod assooiation of '~he evil with the horrid., as exhibi-

ted in the :f.otentan~ does not haVE:l the flI\)ral force and. significance

19Wilson, "Totentanzll , (1.1118 V/rong Set, p. 28.

20Ibid ., p. 37.
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a rather weak satire of human vanities and ambitions.

':1Ih8 overall morl)idi ty of the situation.,however, reaches its

climax at the end of the party, vvhen of the three main J?evellers, Guy

Price parading as suicide of Chatterton actually kills himself t Lady

Maude dressed as Marie Antoinette is fi ttinglj- beheaded. by a pTowle:c,

and Professor Cadaver is discovered dead in a freshly dug grave. Isobel

receives the worst blow because all her chances as a social climber

vanish after this catastrophe. 'llotal I'etribution comes to her as she

is left in constant companionship of the two ug1y statues she had done

everything to avoid haVing around.

There are no 'metaphysical t overtones in the story -~ John brander
1I-ce.,.G.- .; r'e ...-

suggests Abut the sense of doom is obvious and the presence of evil is

suggested by images and words. The frequent use of animal imagery

suggestive of perversion, hatred· and malice is very effective. Thus

Brian's gum recession has given him an equine look, JJady Maude has myopic

pig's eyes, Hiss Thu·.rki.J.l has a. quivering red foxterrier nose. In

the 'prophecy' scene mentioned above, -the Master's wife resembles an

evil bat, liass r.Phurkill a jackal, and in the final scene, the former is

compared to a fat bulldog and a huge squat toad, while the latter is

described as a malicious snake.

Another story classified by Mander as being 'metapnysical' is

II A TIi t off the Mapll. It reveals the distorted cerebral processes in a

retarded youth, Kennie, in his misdirected quest for Truth. The crowd he

associated With, a group of snobbish intellectuals, are affected by
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an evil Wilson haB described as: II the hell of a society that has lost

the power of communication. lt2l lVIisunderstood and thwarted by these

people Kennie is Hudclen1y enraged by the insane blabbering of a mad

oolonel and kills him in a frenzied fit. The evil manifested here is

of a social system to which Kennie~his friends ana even the colonel

are subjeoted: a system that renders them una.ble to understand each

other and to be Undel"stoocl.

~Phere is another set of stories in which 'Nilson depends on the

family setting to provide an equally interesting situation for m':nal

problems. As Frank" Kermode puts it: ''t(th::7 horrid modern war between

old and young provides H~. Wilson with his nightmare images of family

life -- the mean, loveless loyalties, the fumbling anxieties of parental

tenderness, the distortion of sex, all the myriad middleclass defensive

all the peouliar terrors and queernesses. lt22

"Lovele~s loyalties,n to borrow Kermode1s phrase, is the theme

of two of Wilson's most distuTbing stor~es., "A Story of Historioal In-

terest·1I and i1Mother's Sense of Funtl , hath written at about the same time,

the end of 1946. In the first, Lois Gorringe dutifully attends her

father at his sick bed, and in spite of all her disturbing memories of

his dissolute, debauched past, tries to be affeotionate to him, in return

expecting his love. But past experiences intrude disturbingly upon the

present, reminding her of his soanclalous behaviou:r with kitchen maids

and nursemaids, or his aooosting a prostitute h, her ownpresenoe.·

----_._---------._---
21Wilson, The Wild Garden, p. 31.

22Kermode, ~.s and b"piphanies, p. 194.
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rrlhe telescoping of time is carried out very effectively -- and. Lois is

left vacillating between forced love and pathos for the sick, helpless

man, and an uncontrolled disgust for the vulgarity end obscenity the

man represents to her. On the other hand she wishes to have complete

mastery over her father, without being obliged to her brother in any way.

Lois tries to adopt a mC.,re liberal attitude, in a very limited sense of

course, against her brother and sister-in-law's sensible intolerance of

their father's debauched habits. But this self-deceiving does not con

tinue for long an,) in the last section of the story Lois I s uncertainty

is over: her secret contempt for her father expresses itself' in a cryptic

sentence, HIt IS really only of historical interest." At last she seems

to able break the bonds of her loveless loyalty.

Similarly in "Mother's Sense of Fun" Donald CorTington reluctantly

but almost hypr:otically submits himself to his mother's clever fastidi

ousness, all the while hating her with deep, slow hatred. Mrs Corrington,

in trying to occupy her sonls life absolutely?is one of Wilsonls best

studies in lbitcheryl, as John Mander words it. Afraid of physical relation

ships with her husband, she had tried to establish a relation of emotional

flirtation and anxious care that app ears strikingly incestuous. Donald

is too weak to come out of this tyranny and although he can find no real

love for her, he is left with a sense of terrifying isolation after her

sudden death. The essential pattern in this situation is repeated in a

more. intricate and" magnified form in Inge' s crippling d.ominatiol1 over her

children in Anzlo-Se~on AttitUdes, where one sees parental love at its

unhealthiest and as having a totally evil influence upon the children.

In another story, HUnion Reunion l1
, also with a. family setting,
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part of

the action takes place in South·Africa, the scene of 'Nilson's childhood
II

and much of the story is based on actual incidents. Laura and Harry

revisit their home in the colonial tO~TI, but instead of happiness the

reunion brings out old jealousies, hatred, snobberies and secret by'utal-

i ties of the family members. A life of Ease and affluence has rendered

these people weak and they are not oven capable of clever deceptions.

Their viciousness is hard.ly concealed and with a little provocation a

cousin r-eveals to Laura. that her sister Flo,pretending to be so affec-

tionate,had in truth neglected Laura's dyil1g son. Besides the malice

within the family itself, the cruel hatred for thG Africans that these

colonials betray cannot be explained by political theories alone. Wilson's

analysis of the situation fits in with the situation of any nerson in

possession of such cruel powers:

They sensed the brutal nature of their power, yet realised that
if j. t was for a moment relaxed the answer would be swift yet more
brutal. 'llhe thought of violence and the force ypon which their lives
rested eyci ted them all, helping the gin and the whiskey to tha'.'l the
gentil:i. ty and. pretension which ordinarily froze them, allowing the
common crudity of their mj.nds and feelings to flow freely••• 23

On a domesticated level, the situation is quite similar to that of Rex

in "Hex Imperatorll
• In the beginning Bex a.ppears as the victim of merci-

less extortions of his brother, sister and his raffish father-in-Ia~,

],ii.:r Nicholson. His sister, living on alimony, is viciously jealous of Rexls

wife and deliberately upsets the neat order 0 f the house. His brother,

lazy and irresponsible, is a t;}rpical 'layabout' relative, reminding one

of Bill Pendlebury in Hemlock and After. Idr l~icholson is the ·typical

desti tute old. man and a compulsive gambler. All of them are resentful
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ye-t afraid of Rex a:nd just when their attitudes have led us to a sympa-

thetio view of Rex, Wilson shocks the reader in a olimactic soene.

E~actly at the point when it seems there is an end to the exploitation

and each of the dependents receive letters of hope and aid. from elsewhere,

Rex becomes suddenl;~: enraged. So far his role as the benefaotor had been

rather passive, but this likelihood of his losing his authority over

these a.ependents, disgusting as they are, madd.ens him unknowingly even

to himself he has grown to love his power 2~d his abirity to make them

tools of his 0'.'111 will. He aotually enjoys his tyrannioal game of playing

with their hopes and fears and is afraid to lose them. Destroying their

oheques and their letters,he seeks to prove his position as the Imper-atol-.

!Ill' Brunton in "Learr~ingI s Little TributeH plays a role similar

to Rex when he proposes to help the family of his deceased employee, and

is finally refused by the vdcloVl •

• • • brutal sentiments surged up in him as'he saw his offer
rejected in this offhand mannal' by a person of absolutely no impor
tance •. 1).10 lose his bargain through the obstinacy of a f'ool, to
have his patronage overlooked by a subordinate, choked him with
rage • • •. 24

This wish to domineer is of course closely related to a mistaken sense

of superiority.' In IlA Visit in Bad Taste" (another story in the family

setting) Wilson exposes the hypocritical notions of a couple who take

prid.e in their li"beral ideals. Fox' both Kargaret and Ealcolm the appli-

cation of such high ideals is entirely limited to sophisticated drawing-

room conversation in the oompany of other hypoori tical people' like tbmselves.

But when their ex-convict cllild molester brother A~thur comes to visit

24Vlilson, "Learning's Little Tribute lf , Such Darling Dodos, p. 63.
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them their ideals Hr8 faced with a genuine problem. Theirs is a care-

fUlly built but extremely vulnerable wor'ld full of II the taste, the toler

ance the ease of living, the lack of dogmatism. 1l25 Wilson's carefully

chosen ,vol'ds underscore the hollowness a.nd. futility of their kind of

liberalism. Margaret's' intoleTance for Arthur Hnd his wife (t'dreadful,

vUlgar little, Jt'ascist jainded creaturell26 ) and for the working class in

general ?make her an easy' target for Wilson's satire. She bears a striking

resemblance to the early ~:'..eg Eliot in her secret contempt for the un-

priVileged. Her husband Halcolm would like to think of' Arthur as a sick

person, yet in spite of all his awareness and progressive ideas he still

agrees with his wife about Arthur's rottenness. But he is also a blinkered

person; although he admires his wife's outright rejection of Arthur and

although he believes in their own social progressivism "all the realism

of her vimv • • • somehow did not ffitisfy him. He remained vaguely uneasy

th ~ 1 . 1,27e WilO e evenlng. Over and above their hypocrisy and moral inadequacy

Wilson is intolerant of these peo-~le who vaguely perceive yet d.o not fully

realize their own predicament. Bernard Sands is a better individual

because he goes all the way through self-doubtings, self-realisations and

se1f-conde~Yation, but 11alco1m CRn only overlook his se1f-doubtings.

Bernard Sands unlike rLalcolm reali zas that liberal ideals or even

the basic integrity of a pers0l1' s character are endangered if one fails

to carry Qut one's moral responsibility, 'the proper exercise of authority'

----------_._-_._------------
25Wilson, "A Visit in Bad 'llaste", p. 152.

26~., p. 149.

27~., p. 156.
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as he calls it. It is a difficult decision, as it is with Ella Sands;

no absolute judgement ~ay be made, and yet one must commit oneself to

a oertain cause to the exclusion of the others. Bernard's I'palisation

that he is not genuinely committed to his ideals, that he is hypocritical

with others, coming to him through the Leicester Square incident, gives

hi;n tho opportunity of knmdng' himself. As some point in their respective

novels, all Wilson's protagonists -- Bernard, Ella, Gerald and Meg Eliot

-- face this question of moral choice, but unlike the minor Characters,

Malcolm, Priscilla or Robin,they do not try to evade the issue. Why

there should been such a classification is best explained by Wilson in

a n interview:

••• my characters [in the novel~7 have a Calvinist conscience
'1'he heroism of my people, again, is in their success in making

a relationship with other human 1Jeings, in a humanistic way, and
their wil1in[;ne~>8 to accept some sort of pleasure in life "1.S against
the gnavrin..!.s of a Calvinist conscience • • • These people are fully
self··-conscious and, the only ones nrho are at all evil -- apart from
Mrs Curry', 'Nho is sOIiletiling qui t8 different, a kind of embodiment
of evil --- are those like ;J:arie Helene and. Ingeborg who substitute
for self-awe,reneBs and self-criticism a simp Ie way of IiVlr!g, l·larie
Helene 1 s hard. and practical, Ingebol'g' s soft a11(l cosy. Il'hey accept
aJ2?:.-ttern of behaviour and morality instead of self-awareness. 28

Thus th01.'e are 'three distinct moral divisioi1s': tite first consisting of

the self-aware ~rotagonists who are willing to ~ee their own failings,

aJld then the in-between~constitutingthe evasive type,and finally the

those who are totally EVil. Or as Rabinobi tz sees them, II evil on three

moral planes -- intrinsic evil, unconscious evil, and conscious, reluctant

evil. ,,29 '1'he last two categories are the major ones in ~Nilson 1 s subworld

--,-----------------,---_•._----
28.,. h 1 H· 11 trulC ae Ml ga'e,

XVIII (1957), P' 99.
Hlnterview with Wilsonll , 'i'he Paris Review,

29
Rubinovitz, The Reaction Against Experiment in the English

Novel, p. 83.
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of 'layabouts', 'spivs', and camp characters, living on the periphery

of middle-class life, although one can find an occaBional fiGure of

absolute evil even in the upper-class as in Herbert Rose in ~Iemlcc? and

After. Herbert's perversions in sex forces him even into criminal acts

of abduction and prostitution. His accomplice Yi"rs Curry, of course,

belong~ to a different category. In addition to her own sexual perver-

sians -- for she lives perpetually in an atmosphere e,f obscene words,

pictures, games and fantasies -- she is also a great potential danger

to the society. Professing to spread 'love' she is actually a dirty-

minded procuress for men like Hubert. As G. S. Fraser describes her,

this Hcosy , vulgar, horrible procuress seems to have stepped out ''Cif some

unwritten, because unprintable, Victorian masterpiece ••• ,,30 There

is a strange 'double motif' in her values and in her surroundings --

whatever she sa;ys Ol~ d.oes is either sVlI3et and pretty or so extremely

vulgar that is altogether repugnant. She has gathered round her a set

of degenerate vulgar people like herself and with mutual help they create

a sordid ring of trafficking in human lust.

Yet this ring of evil with Mrs Curry's obese figure in the middle

has a strange but striking parallel in the homosexua.l society with

Bernard Sands as its central figure, this is particularly noticeable in

the part entitled ·Camp Fire Cameos'. rrhe camp-characters are indeed

more refined than ~rs Curry's friends but they are all homosexuals and

'the catty interchange· l)etween them reveal a group of demoralised men

who have permanently adopted an effeminate 'pansy' manner. 31 Even among

30G• S. Fraser, The ,;:;:oc1ern Writer and His World, p. 154.

3lGinc1in, ~~st-~ar British Fiction, p. 152.
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these there are two groups, the 'amusing camp' who retain an intricate

web of personal values and esoteric morality and there are the 'golden

spivs' with-whom 'social success is more valuable than anything human.

The latter are 1,lore calculating as social-climbers, trying to -protect

each other -but even in friendship they are afraid -to be sincere. To

Bernard this Ilparticular borderle,nd between respectability and loucherie"

was of special interest during his preoccupation with the nature of evil .32

(It is not difficult to assume at this point in the novel that Bernard's

vision has merged with that of Wilson's.) The homosexuals, particularly

the am1)itious ones among them, are seen as shrewd and hard but afflicted

by a peculiar '[aoral anaemia I. They lack the energy and strength that

could have macle relationships between themselves richer and more meaningful.

The total lack of any moral pattern in their lives, the absence of honesty,

loyalty or trust, make it impossible for any relationship to become really

intimate.

This analysis alol"g with subsequent descriptions of habits and

weay..:nesses of the homosexuals} combine to make Wilson I s first novel a

major study of this sub-sectioil of society. However, it is not his first

treatment of the subject')which has appeared frequently in his stories too.

Tony in tl Such Darling Dodos" is an older version of Sands, an(l Guy Price

in II/rotentanz" is one of those 'golden spivs I. Lesbians in tIThe Wrong

Set~ inextricably co.ught in their own petty jealousies and meanness, have

relations similar to those of the 1golden spivs'. There are women like

32Wilson, Hemlock and After, p. 102.



Thea with lesbian tendencies and men like Edwin Newman in whOQ the

desire for beautiful young men has remained suppressed through the

long years of married life, but suddenly becomes active in his midd.le

age. It is difficult to determine whether these frequent allusions to

homosexuality are in themselves a criticism of a wa.y of. life that is

considered abnormal by a normal social standard. Wilson certainly does

not consider homosexuality an evil in itsslf, except "perhaps, in "Et

))on8. Ferentes ll , where there is a vague sense of evil surrounding the

visi t of the S"vedish housee:,Pu8st Sven, although there is nothing in his

conduct as such to give this inwression. But to nis wife Monica, Edwin

1~ewm2.n's lust for Sven is a threat to their married life and to the
,

atmospherr of decency and propriety that she has created in her home.

She has helped Edwin overcome his homosexual tendencies but with Sven's

in'~rusion she realises that he holds an ir-resistible attl'action for

Edwin that is quite be;yond her control. Her daughter Eli zabeth too feel s

in her ovm naive ~ay that Sven has an undefinable evil influence unan

their home. F-inally, concerned b.y the rift between him and his family,

Edwin decides that Sven must leave. He realises that SYen's visit had

been like a suffocating fog weighing over the house. His gesture of

opening the window to set in fresh air spe~ks clearly of his exact foelings

as they are at the end of the story.

In most cases, however, Wi180n l 8 genuine attempt has been to

understand homosexuali'~Y as a social phenomenon ancl he has tried to explain

the incurably vicious char:::cters like Larry Bourke, Ron Wrigley and Guy

Price in a moral as well as a broad social framework. They are as much

the victims of. their O'}ffi atrophied moral will as of the social system
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where they belong in the lQl.~er and, therefore , under-privileged sections.

In their homosexual relations they attach themselves to affluent men

who offer them the coveted financial and social security with little

effort on their part, and this, in turn, only adds to their general moral

inertia. If and Vnlsn they do exert themselves they resort to corrunt

8,nd devious means: Ron tries to abduct a girl and Larry becomes a petty

thief. On tho athol.' hand, homos('xual characters belonging to the middle

class or upper-middle class are usually seen in a more agreeable light.

John Middleton in £~glo-Saxon Attitudes, who feels that it is his duty

to reform social injustice, becomes involved vii th a delinqucmt boy like

Larry Rourke mostly because of a sense of sympathy. In their homosexual

relations this is reflected in John's protective attitude towards Ila.rry

even when he turns out to be a criminal. John's real intentions are honest

and sincer,:,' ~ to give Larry a chance to succeed, but he is thwarted by his

own blir.d affection for the boy. Among all. the hom:)sexual chfn,'-'cters

Gordan Pacet and David Parke::' ('1\he l,:iddle Age of nI's :;:liot) create the----.....---~-- --.-----
most SUCCGS3ful life Qut of their friendship, a relationshin that also

satisfies and enriches their spiritual life. By contrast, ~arcus in

1~() Laughing ;,~atter, ir,lspi te of his fine sensi tivi ty, enclures much indignity. -- 1
and shame in his early relationships, because these contacts seldom fulfilleil

his emotional need for love and admiration. In his maturer years, even

as a successful man of the world;he could not really forget or forgive the

men vvho hacl treated him so harshly and cal Lously never reaLising his pe-

culiar predicaments. It is tothis that Wilson attributes 1iarcus 1$ sul?se-

quent s811se of inse..curi ty ancl his lack of consideration for others. In

writing about homosexuality Wilson's approach has been markedly different
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from other L;lOdern novelists' dealing wi th the same subject. It has

not been his principal aim to explore the psychological or emotional

complexi ties of the homosexual situation but he has tried to view i t il~

a social and moral perspective in a non-co~~i~al but balanced manner.

The other personae who crowd some of the party-scenes are usually

exaggerated caricatures but they do succeed in conveying a disturbing

sense of evil. f11he two parties in ':1.1118 Middle _A~ 1'f.rs Eliot bring

together a variety of characters. In the first, thex'e are th0 respectable

barrister friends of Bill and the Ilame ducks', Megls ~ecla~~~ friends,

perhaps the only troublesome character being Tom Pirie who is considered

somewhat bohemian. In the second party, thrown by Poll, Meg is the only

stG ble person among a group of bohemians vrho lead a superficial, meaning

less existence, for whom sexuality has been reduced to the level of

obscenity lacking the Vigour and ~ystery of a healthy sexual relationship.

They' have nothing to conceal from the public and this makes them essentially

vulgar and. grotesque. Marie-H~lEme's lidos", as Wilson calls them, bring

together a very different set of peeple -- the representatives of val'ious

learned councils, French and English artists and writers and television

personn,";. i ties, with an odd rich sculptress or two. Impressed and impres

sive, they never betray' themselves into saying something- that can make

them 'trivial or tedious'. But even in this atmosphere there are clashes

between various individuals. For example, in the fight between Robin,

Donald and Kay, subtle ethical issues are at stake. The situation is

faintly reminiscent of ItRex ImporatoI'" in that Robin as the director of

the family business h8.3 long been the obligator fieure. Donald, on the

other hand, has been obliged by circumstances to depend on Hobin financially.
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This situation reaches its climax when Donald refuses to tolerate Robin's

patronisations. His words to Robin form a sharp analysis of Robin IS

attitude as well as a fine comment on human weakness:

llEgotism tempered with benevolence is likely to break down as
an ethic of conduct; and vvhen it does, it's liable to appear as
hypocrisy, as the Victorian exponents of so-called individual mora
lity found to their cost."33

Amidst the parade of fake geniuses at the party Yves Houdet,

with his French background and his professed acquaintance with celebri-

ties, turns out to be the most des:piceable because of his essenJGial

vulgarity. He and his mother are both self-seeking but he lacks the

two redeeming qualities of his mother: sincerity and a basic honesty'.

M
lie iSAtillsorupulous as the Ron Wrigleys, ttrs Cressets and I~ Barkers who

make their living solely by black .mail ing and b7 fraud.

Rabinovitz makes an accurate assessment when he points out that

the novels usually have an important moral issue at the centre with lesser

moral problems occuring in the subplots, and also that Wilson 1 s short

stories end with a direct moral revelation. However, neither the novels

nor the short stories suffer f rom a prescriptive quali tYj for Wilson is

fully aryare of the restriotions of a didaotio story. He resents the way

in which critics like Leavis would. have the novelist write with II some •

In fact with years of authority and. .

dogmatio vie"1 of moral heal th • • • [thUS destroying} the true life in

the work of art. 1l34 Elsehwere he states: Il I don't believe a.s Snow d.oes

• in the d.idactio novel." 35

experience Vlilson I s novels have lost more and more their moral and ethical

33Wilson, Anglo-Saxon A.ttitudes, p. 346.

34Rew York Times Book leview, July 2, 1961, p. 12.

35Interview with Frank Kermode, Partisan Review, p. 69.
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flavour. In the last three novels, Irhe _q,,~ ~en At the Zoo, Late Call

and. !o Laughing Gatter, the question of morality is woven into the

pattern of the narrqtive and the distinctly separable 'moral pattern'

of the earlier works is seldom found. }wen his last volume of short

stories, A_:Hi t 0t.-fq .~E~J2., is considerably different from the earlier

ones in this respect.

Wilson's story of the Zoo, for example, is a parable in which

the physical violence really stands for the violence within modern man.

He feels that the modsTn psychological e'.;:perimentation in the novel has

failed in its treatment of the theme of transcendent evil because in

psychoi:J,halytical terms all ou!' kno'1m symbols of innocence can also be

seen as symbols of evil. In this context it is interesting to note

W:i..lson I S own evaluation of his latest novel:

Now ••• I have tried. a more ribald, fa,l:'cical treatment of evil
• in the hope that, bJr removing a certaj.n solemnity or porten-

t ·.ousness from the subject, I may have acclimatized horror more
satisfactorily to the novel form. 36

Though analogies in literary matters are seldom completely satisfactory

-- specially when they are about different kinds of art forms -- I feel

that Wilson's technical assurance and artistic maturity is reminiscent

of Yeats's Last Poems.

36Wilson, llEvil in the English }:ovel lt , p. 193.
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CONCLUSION

In the prefatorial remarks to The Wild Garden Vlil son had

strongly advocated the usefulness and validity of the biographical/

psyohoanalytical form of criticism in spite·of the modern trend of 'pure'

criticism. He has claimed that to the novelist-critic the first method

comes more naturally, and is often more effeotive, because provided

with biographical datas it is easier for him to ascertain the actual

creative process. T,he Wild 2~rd~1l, evolVing from the EWing Lectures,

purports to be a book about his own experiences of the process of no-ve1

wri ting: he mentions in the preface that his principal aim is to draw a

parallel between the patterns in his life and the themes in his novels.

But much of The Wild Garden is, in fact, devoted to (a) an analysis of

the use of gardens, flovrers and animals as symbols in Wilson I s fiction ')

and (b) a detailed study of the ex"ternal -atmosphere and geographical

locations of his '.\forks. The themes that I have examined in the previous

chapters ar-8, ina.eed, also recognised and mentioned by Wilson in this

bock but it becomes evident that though he began with a discussion of

the themes he gradually became more involved j.n e, discussion of symbols.

Since a study- of symbols was not my principal a.im here, I have not found

it necessary to refer to them except in a few cases where I have felt

they help to illustrate a theme more clearly. Thus in a discussion of

Wilson's moral concerns I have found his use of violence and of animal
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imagery strikingly effective in producing the desired impression.

Apart from a study of symbols Wilson also provides the reader

of The Wild Garden with considerable information about his uersonal
--~... ... ......

experiences which can be applied usefully in interpreting some of his

works. As a matter of fact Wilson shoVls us how this can be done by

indicating the manner in which his childhood experiences had gone into

·the making of the two stories, ltRasp'berry Jam" and ltNecessity's Chi1dll •

It seems to me that Wilson's method of analysis can be much more profit

ably used in understanding the highly intricate biographi6al/psychological

patterns that underlie the novels. One important aim of this thesis has

been to explore the com~p1ex manner in which Wilson's creative process

involved his ov.m biograDhical material which have sometimes aupeared as

the recurrent themes, situations or as iprototype' characters. Ai the

fictional and thematic levels the novels reflect the transformation

from an adolescent to an adult: the way in which a child encounters the

world, reacts to it and finally formulates his ovm values. But more sig

nificantly', for our purposes, the novels demonstrate the-extent of the

novelist's achievement in translatins his o,vn childhood visions by organ-

ising them and interpreting them from his own maturer vie~~oint. The

question before us is: how far is Wilson successful in employing his

.uneducated' or 'unconscious' memory, an0, in avoiding that sense of 'over-

purposeful maturity' which makes a novel 'sterile'. Among the three

earlier novels The_M1!~dle Ag~ of ~rs Eliot comes closest to the actual

circumstances in Wilson's life -- the insecurity of the heroine's adoles-

cenoe, the protected ignorance and the breakdoTffn, and the details of the

hotel scenes. In a thematic evaluation the novel shows a steady and
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convincing development of Meg Eliot's mental make-up. Her early impres-

sions are deep enough to affect her a.esthetic, moral and social values

so that everything reminiscent of her mother's way of life is ugly and

ominous to her. In his latest novel, No IJaughinc Matter, the effective-

ness of childhood visions is illustrated in the lives of all the Matthews

children who never seem to outgrow the childish game of mimicking their

elders thus perpetually reliving their adolescence and reviving the

atmosphere and even the dialogue of past years. Wilson's success in both

these novels is mainly due to the manner in which he has recreated and

rearranged his personal childhood visions by offering the reader the

children's view of the a.omestic setting, of the failure of their parents

and of the overall sordidness of their lives; he has altogether excluded

his own personality as -(;he novelist from m::1king any overt comments but

has allowed his 'unconscious' memories to create the atmosphere of his

novels through the medium of his cha:1.'acters. The artistic success of the two

novels is a proof of the validity of Wilson's theory about 'unconscious

memories'. But at this point, we are tempted to ask if the free men~ries

that are woven into these novels are there without any conscious effort

on the part of the author. If they are unconsciously there then they

indicate how deeply these recurring moral and psychological issues are

embeddod in Wilson's mind. If on the other hand, Wilson has deliberately

used his memories to pattern these novels then we must admit that he has

achieved: admirable artistic maturity. I have pointed out earlier in

this thesis that in these novels, specially in No 1al~.J1ing l""atter, there

is no obvious moral commentary or authorial int~~ion. It seems then

that Wilson is able to master and manipulate autobiographical elements
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and to introduoe them into his fiotion without letting his 'personality'

stand in the way. W'e have already seen that this was not the case in the

early short stories where both the biographical situations and their

moral implications are present in an obvious manner. :Biven though Wilson

sets out the theory of 'memory' in The Wild Garden, it seems to me he

was not quite aware how successfully the theory has been used in his

ma.ture fiotion. Had he known this he would. ·surely have mentioned The

~~.of liirs Eliot rather than the two early short stories. It is

quite likely that the even greater success of No Laughin~M~ is due

largeJ.y to the very act of verba,liging the theory in The lUnd G~.

Wilson's frequent assertions regarding the USe of childhood visions

care often accompanied by references to Dickens who, in Wilson's opinion,

has achieved considerable success in this respect, and also in resolving

the many neurotic conflicts of personal life by dealing with them in the

novels. The recurrent use of the breakdown themes in Wilson's novels is

an attempt on Wilson's part to try and solve on an intellectual level the

crisis in his o~~ life. The situation in these novels have been generally

defined by critics as the failure of liberal ideals, because this is one

of the impor-fjant issues in his first novel, Heml2.2Land Aft.~. But, as I

have indicated earlier, this novel is a story of two breakdowns, only one

of which (Bernard's) is related to the failure of liberal humanism.

None of the other novels relate very directly to the question of humanism.

As such I have been more interested in analysing the exact pattern of

each breakdown and relating it to the author's own; I have shown hoW' in

each case the protagonist's predicament is resolved through a change in

character as a result of self-realisation rather than through the adoption
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of set aetions, codes of conduct or pre-formulated 'therapeutic' measurps

as, for example, gardening.

The central moral problem in these novels -- the evasion of

proper moral authority -- is also integrally related to this theme of

breakdo~m. Thus in the mature works, Wilson's portrayal of a sense of

pervasive evil is conveyed not only in such isolated figures of evil like

lVlrs Curry or Hubert Hose (in the early novel Hemlock and Mte::J but also

by the tendency in his protagonists to submit to a life of self-deceptions.

Deception in anJT form, particularly self-deception is considered to -:be

destructive to life and hence evil. Unlike the early short stories the

problem of evil is difficult to isolate and pinl"oint in terms of indivicual

characters and incidents in the novels because it is organically embedded

in the whole work and more particularly the overall themes of s(~lf-decel)-

ticm and breakdovvn.

In the final analysis it seems to me that though Wilson is not

an exceptionally significill1t theorist of the novel yet his theories do

go a~ long way in explaining his own novels. It is the novels al1cl their

moral-satiric emphasis which are more important as Wilson's contribution

to contemporary British literature.
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